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Hypothesis

This thesis discusses the QoS feature, Traffic Engineering (TE) application, and Virtual Private Network (VPN) application of the Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) protocol. This thesis concentrates on comparing MPLS with other prominent technologies such as Internet Protocol (IP), Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), and Frame Relay (FR). MPLS combines the flexibility of Internet Protocol (IP) with the connection oriented approach of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) or Frame Relay (FR). Section 1 lists several advantages MPLS brings over other technologies. Section 2 covers architecture and a brief description of the key components of MPLS. The information provided in Section 2 builds a background to compare MPLS with the other technologies in the rest of the sections.

Since it is anticipated that MPLS will be a main core network technology, MPLS is required to work with two currently available QoS architectures: Integrated Service (IntServ) architecture and Differentiated Service (DiffServ) architecture. Even though the MPLS does not introduce a new QoS architecture or enhance the existing QoS architectures, it works seamlessly with both QoS architectures and provides proper QoS support to the customer. Section 3 provides the details of how MPLS supports various functions of the IntServ and DiffServ architectures.

TE helps Internet Service Provider (ISP) optimize the use of available resources, minimize the operational costs, and maximize the revenues. MPLS provides efficient TE functions which prove to be superior to IP and ATM/FR. Section 4 discusses how MPLS supports the TE functionality and what makes MPLS superior than other competitive technologies.

ATM and FR are still required as a backbone technology in some areas where converting the backbone to IP or MPLS does not make sense or customer demands simply require ATM or FR. In this case, like IP, it is important for MPLS to work with ATM and FR. Section 5 highlights the interoperability issues and solutions for MPLS while working in conjunction with ATM and FR.
In section 6, various VPN tunnel types are discussed and compared with the MPLS VPN tunnel type. The MPLS VPN tunnel type is concluded as an optimum tunnel approach because it provides security, multiplexing, and the other important features that are required by the VPN customer and the ISP. Various MPLS layer 2 and layer 3 VPN solutions are also briefly discussed. In section 7 I conclude with the details of an actual implementation of a layer 3 MPLS VPN solution that works in conjunction with Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
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1 Introduction

In the current growing market, the need for an excellent and scalable infrastructure is very important. Whether it's a call center, a car manufacturing unit, a pharmaceutical company, or data networks, every industry in the present world is trying to compete with each other based on Quality of Service (QoS) and performance. If we talk about the Internet, which is the prime area of this research thesis, the number of computers in the network is growing very fast. Along with an increased number of users, bandwidth hungry applications are being developed to provide cheaper and more flexible services; e.g. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). With the increasing demand for complex services, the customers’ expectations have accelerated for faster Internet service, scalable networks, simple upgrades, proper Quality of Service, and robust Traffic Engineering. The traditional Internet Protocol (IP) network has become popular because of the numerous advantages it provides such as easy and flexible architecture, global connectivity, easy expandability, etc. However, with the increased number of complex applications and the rapidly expanding Internet, IP is unable to properly handle delay-sensitive traffic such as Voice, Video, and High-Speed data. As the number of users in the Internet grows, the Internet should be able to accommodate them and provide consistent performance. The ability of the Internet to cope with the growing number of users is called scalability. IP does not provide scalability and proper Traffic Engineering. As a result, traffic loss, unexpected delay, poor performance, inefficient handling of delay sensitive traffic occurs. This can be a big concern since Internet has become backbone of almost each business.

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) overcomes most of the above mentioned issues IP is unable to handle. The following section lists some of the high-level benefits MPLS provides over the conventional IP.

1.1 High-Level MPLS Benefits
[1] Better forwarding speed and reduced delay: Present packet forwarding techniques used in an IP network, such as software-based forwarding and fast table lookup, require several lookups. Sometimes the routers are so overburdened that they are unable to process the traffic at the same rate as it enters into the router. This results in traffic loss, traffic delay, and overall poor performance of the network.

MPLS, on the other hand, carries the forwarding decisions based on a small label value placed in the header of the packet. Also, it needs only one lookup in the table to take forwarding decisions. This makes the forwarding decision faster and the overall speed of the packet in the label switching network is faster than the traditional IP network. Since the packet forwarding decisions are faster, the delay of the time-sensitive traffic is reduced significantly.

[2] Highly Scalable and Flexible: The network is called scalable when it supports a growing number of users efficiently. In the world of the Internet, the numbers of users are growing so rapidly that it becomes a challenge for the engineers to make the Internet highly scalable. The existing routers/switches are required to handle more and more traffic each day. At one point, these routers/switches become overwhelmed and affect the performance and speed of traffic.

MPLS provides a solution to this by associating a number of IP addresses with a single label. Therefore, there will be comparatively small forwarding tables and fast traffic forwarding. As a result, the routers will be able to handle more users efficiently and make the MPLS network highly scalable as compared to traditional IP network.

In addition, MPLS provides more flexibility by associating various packets to a class (e.g. FEC, which will be discussed later in the document). Packet to class assignment can be based on destination address, source address, entry/exit point on the MPLS domain, type of application, etc. Any combination of these parameters can also be considered in this assignment.
[3] Less Variable Delay or Jitter: When a packet travels through the network, it is passed through many nodes (i.e. routers or switches) before actually reaching to its destination. At each network node, the header of packet is examined in order to make the proper forwarding decision. During this examination process, there will be some delay observed at each node. Accumulation of such variable delay, while the packet travels through Internet, is called Jitter. MPLS makes faster routing decisions so that the Jitter is less as compared to traditional IP routing.

[4] Simple Forwarding Parameters: In MPLS, a packet is forwarded using a small label and not through complex forwarding algorithms. There is a control mechanism that binds the label to the traffic. Such bindings take place only once prior to the packet entering into the MPLS network. Once the packet is in the MPLS network, the forwarding is completely based on its label.

[5] Better Control over the Forwarding Path: The IP protocol uses destination IP addresses as a primary forwarding parameter. This method is also referred to as destination-routing. However, a very well known situation can occur in the network that is completely out of the control of the network planners. This situation is known as the “fish problem”, as shown in Figure 1-1.

![Figure 1-1. Fish Problem in the Network](image)

The task – The main task is to forward a packet from router A or from router B to router F.
Destination Based Routing – When the packet originating from A or B reaches C, the packet will be forwarded to either D or E and then to F. The route of the packet from router C to router F is not pre-determined.

MPLS Based Routing – The packet originating from router A or router B has particular label associated with it. Based on the label value, router C is told to forward the packet to either D or E and then to F. Here, the route of packet from router C is predetermined and based on the label value it will go to either D or E. Let’s assume that the link between router C and D is OC3 (Optical Carrier signal level 3) while the link between router C and E is OC12 (Optical Carrier signal level 12). In this situation, the network planner will have better control over the forwarding path using MPLS based routing as compared to destination based routing.
2 MPLS Concepts and Architecture

As discussed earlier, MPLS provides many benefits over conventional IP. However, before MPLS came into existence, various equipment vendors made efforts to develop proprietary label switching technologies. Some of them are Ipsilon's IP switching, IBM's Aggregate Route-based IP Switching (ARIS), and Cisco's Tag Switching. Cisco's Tag Switching became very popular and it drove the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to create the MPLS standard committee. As a result, most of the concepts and architecture designs in Tag Switching have been inherited by the MPLS architecture.

2.1 MPLS: Layer 2.5 Protocol

So far I have presented the advantages of MPLS without much of a discussion on what MPLS is in technical terms. MPLS is neither a network layer (layer 3) protocol nor a data link layer (layer 2) protocol. It actually resides between layer 2 and layer 3; therefore, sometimes it is referred to as layer 2.5 protocol. Network layer routing has two main functional components: forwarding components and control components. Each router in the Internet contains both components to handle traffic properly. Before we get into more details of each component, let's summarize the various terminologies used in defining MPLS.

2.2 Various Terminologies

Here are some of the important terms that are commonly used in discussing a MPLS network. We will use this terminology throughout this document. The following Figure 2-1 represents a basic network topology in the Internet.
**Figure 2-1. Label Switching Network**

**Label Switch Domain:** The label switch domain is defined by a network administrator and it contains one or more physical networks. The routers contained in the label switch domain are forwarding traffic using MPLS technology.

**Edge Router:** The router that is placed on the boundary of the label switch domain is called an edge router. The edge router connects a user or non-label switch domain to the label switch domain. The edge router is responsible for pushing the label into the packet or pulling the label out of the packet. If the flow of traffic is from End User 1 to End User 2, then edge router A is also called the Ingress (entry) router and router D is also called the Egress (exit) router. An Ingress router pushes a label into the packet header and an Egress router pulls a label from the packet header.

**Label Switch Router (LSR):** If a router is contained within the label switch domain then it is called an LSR. One of the very important functions of the LSR is to swap the label and make the appropriate forwarding decision.
**Label Switch Path (LSP):** The traffic path used for the packets in the label switch domain is called the Label Switch Path. The LSPs are dynamically created by the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), which will be discussed shortly, and IP routing.

### 2.3 Concepts and Architecture of MPLS

MPLS came into existence after a successful design of Tag Switching by Cisco Systems. Tag Switching contains two important Label Switching components: the forwarding component and control component. As a result, MPLS can also be efficiently explained in the context of these two components.

#### 2.3.1 Forwarding Component

The forwarding component is responsible for forwarding packets from the input interface to the output interface across the router. It requires the following two things to make the forwarding decision:

(i) a forwarding table

(ii) the information carried in the packet header

The forwarding component also consists of a set of procedures that a router uses to make forwarding decision on a packet. In MPLS, the following components are considered as forwarding components:

#### 2.3.1.1 Label

As we have discussed before, MPLS is a label switching technology and it makes forwarding decisions based on a label. A label is not like an IP address or any other packet header information, but a small, fixed length entity. The label value changes as the packet travel through different nodes in the network. We will see the data flow in next few sections.
2.3.1.2 Functional Equivalence Class (FEC)

FEC is also referred to as Forwarding Equivalence Class. FEC is one of the main concepts of label switching. The forwarding component consists of a set of procedures to make forwarding decisions. The set of procedures depends on the type of packets. Since there are many types of packets to route in the Internet, grouping some types of packets can be useful in making forwarding decisions simple and fast. Such grouping of packets is called a FEC. A label is assigned to each FEC. Each FEC has a FEC value which can be used to set the priority of the FEC. FECs are very useful in efficiently providing QoS operations. For example, voice and video traffic can be given higher priorities than other types of traffic. Also, the FEC provides excellent forwarding granularity from coarse forwarding granularities to fine forwarding granularities. The type of granularity is achieved by considering a number of different parameters such as source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination port number, protocol ID, etc. The following table provides a comparison of FEC coarse granularity versus FEC fine granularity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEC Coarse Granularity</th>
<th>FEC Fine Granularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If FEC is built using destination network address, it provides coarse granularity</td>
<td>If FEC is built using port numbers, Protocol ID, etc. then it provides fine granularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More scalable</td>
<td>Less scalable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less flexible since it does not support classes of traffic and some QoS operations</td>
<td>More flexible since it has more traffic classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller forwarding tables</td>
<td>Larger forwarding tables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The advantage of MPLS is that it allows both coarse and fine granularity to work together based on customer’s needs.
2.3.1.3 Label Switching Forwarding Mechanism

Forwarding in a label switched environment is completely based on label swapping. When a packet enters the Ingress router of the MPLS network, the label is pushed in the packet between the layer 2 and layer 3 header. When the packet is traveling through the MPLS domain, the LSR swaps the label according to the forwarding table. Such label swapping happens at all LSRs. At the Egress router, the label is extracted from the IP packet before the packet is sent out to its destination. Two very important components of the MPLS forwarding mechanism are: the Forwarding Table and the Shim Label Header.

Forwarding Table or Label Switching Table:

The MPLS forwarding table is maintained by each router in the MPLS domain. Usually, there are two types of forwarding tables:

(i) Generic forwarding table that contains information related to all router interfaces
(ii) Interface specific forwarding table

Each forwarding table contains various entries. Each entry contains the following information:

- packet receiving port# (i.e. for incoming packet)
- label on incoming packet
- packet forwarding port# (i.e. for outgoing packet)
- label on outgoing packet
- next hop or next router information (i.e. IP address)

Instructions to perform on labels. There are three simple instructions introduced:

(i) “push” to insert a label (usually at Ingress router)
(ii) “swap” to change the label (usually at LSR)
(iii) “pop” to extract a label (usually at Egress router)
Sometimes the entry also contains the information related to what resources the packet should use. For example, a particular forwarding packet queue can also be included into the forwarding entry. The forwarding table may also contain more than one entry for any incoming label. For example, in Multicast routing, if a packet is required to be forwarded to more than one outgoing interface the forwarding table will contain a subentry for each outgoing interfaces.

The table at Ingress router will look similar to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port In</th>
<th>Label In</th>
<th>Port Out</th>
<th>Label Out</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>39.27.5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>129.28.9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table at Egress router will look similar to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port In</th>
<th>Label In</th>
<th>Port Out</th>
<th>Label Out</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>pop</td>
<td>39.27.5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Pop</td>
<td>129.28.9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table at LSRs will look similar to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port In</th>
<th>Label In</th>
<th>Port Out</th>
<th>Label Out</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>swap</td>
<td>39.27.5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>swap</td>
<td>129.28.9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The label should be pushed at the router from which a packet enters the MPLS network. The label is swapped at the router inside MPLS network and the label is popped at the router from which a packet exits the MPLS network.
**Figure 2-2. Label Operations**

**Shim Label Header**

As soon as the packet enters into ingress router, a shim header is pushed between link layer header (layer 2) and network layer header (layer 3). The shim header is 32 bits long. Out of 32 bits, 20 bits are used for the label, 8 bits for Time To Live, one bit for stack information, and three bits for experimental functions.

**Figure 2-3. Shim Label Header**

Since the shim label header is independent of layer 2 and layer 3, it allows support for many link layer technologies and network layer technologies.
The Forwarding Mechanism

The following Figure 2-4 indicates the forwarding mechanism in MPLS.

![Diagram of MPLS Forwarding Mechanism]

**Figure 2-4. Label Switching Forwarding Mechanism**

The exchange of labels is usually performed by the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), which will be discussed later in the document. Let's assume that the routers in the above given network have exchanged labels and know the LSP for each packet. Now, each router in the network contains the label switching forwarding table. The following forwarding sequence will occur to a packet which originates from End User 1 and is destined for End User 2 (see Figure 2-4).

Packet enters Router A via port A1

Router A pushes (or assigns) Label 9 to the packet

When the packet is received at Router B, Router B examines its forwarding table and looks for an entry that is associated with Label 9. It is also possible that there is more than one entry (i.e. subentry) for the incoming Label 9 if the packet is for Multicast routing. Router B finds the entry and swaps Label 9 with Label 13 and forwards the packet to next hop router C via interface B2
A similar process occurs at Router C and the Label 13 is swapped with Label 8. The packet is now forwarded to Router D.

Router D examines the packet and its forwarding table. It determines that the Label 8 should be popped (or removed) since the destination address for that packet is only one hop away.

Packet is forwarded to End User 2

One of the main properties of the forwarding mechanism used by MPLS is that each LSR receives the information needed to forward the packet. This information contains what resources the packet should use and where to forward the packet. Since all the information is received together, only one look up is required to forward the packet. This feature of label switching demonstrates that it is a high performance network technology.

Use of label stack: Sometimes a packet may travel through many MPLS or label switching domains (it is also referred to as an Autonomous System). In this situation, the LSP is determined using two steps:

(i) edge routers on each domain exchange the label information associated with other domains
(ii) LSRs within the domain exchange local labels. When multiple labels are stacked, the Last In First Out (LIFO) mechanism is used.

According to Figure 2-5 below, domain Y is using label 13 and domain Z is using label 9 to reach to network 110.27.0.0. The label values 13 and 9 are called domain level labels and are not distributed to any internal LSRs such as router C and D. Similarly, the label 101, 102, and 103 are called local labels and are not distributed to router A and F. As packet travels from A to F:

router A sends packet with domain label 13
router B pushes the local label 101. In the label stack, the top label or the last inserted label is 101. Now the packet is carrying two labels: 13, and 101
router C never examines the label 13 which is at the bottom in the stack and swaps the local label 101 with 102. Now the packet is carrying two labels: 13, and 102
router D and E perform similar functions as router C and swap the local labels.

router F pops the local label 104, hence, removes the label stack and forwards the packet to router G

![Diagram of label switching forwarding mechanism: Label Stacking]

**Figure 2-5. Label Switching Forwarding Mechanism: Label Stacking**

### 2.3.2 Control Component

The control component is responsible for distributing routing information such as labels and provides mechanisms to construct label switching forwarding tables by using the received routing information.

#### 2.3.2.1 Label Bindings

In order to build a label switching forwarding table, we need procedures to bind an FEC and a label. The following label binding methods are available to associate or bind a label to an FEC.

**Local Binding**

Local binding or local allocation of the label to an FEC means a label is chosen and allocated to FEC locally by the LSR router.
Remote Binding

Remote binding means an LSR has choosen label binding information received from a remote LSR.

Upstream Binding

Usually, if the flow of packets is from router A to router B then the router A is considered as an upstream router (Ru) and router B is considered as a downstream router (Rd). When label allocation is done by an upstream router then it is called an upstream binding. In such binding, the label from the local binding (by Ru) is used as an outgoing label and the label from the remote binding (by Rd) is used as an incoming label.

Downstream Binding

When the label allocation is done by a downstream router then it is called a downstream binding. In such binding, the label from the remote binding (by Rd) is used as an outgoing label and the label from the local binding (by Ru) is used as an incoming label.

Control Driven Binding

The control driven binding is setup with the use of control messages which are usually supported by the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). Sometimes it is also setup by manual provisioning.

Data Driven Binding

The data driven binding is setup after analyzing one or more data packets.

2.3.3 Label Distribution Protocol

There are three ways to distribute labels among the LSRs.

i) Using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)

ii) Using the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)

iii) Piggybacked on other routing protocols such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). In this case BGP is used to distribute labels between domains and OSPF is used to distribute local labels inside domain.
In this section, a brief description of the Label Distribution Protocol is provided. The Label Distribution Protocol is a newly developed protocol in MPLS to provide a set of procedures and messages to advertise and distribute labels among LSRs. In other words, the LDP assigns labels to the routes that have been created by the routing protocol like the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). As we discussed earlier, this labeled path is called a LSP. The LDP messages are exchanged between adjacent LSRs as well as non-adjacent LSRs. The LSRs involved in the message exchange are called LDP peers. A LDP session must be established between two LSRs before exchanging LDP messages. With only one exception, the LDP provides a connection oriented mechanism to distribute labels. There are four categories of LDP messages:

(I) Discovery Messages: used to discover and maintain the presence of LSRs in a network
(II) Session Messages: used to establish, maintain, and terminate the session between LDP peers
(III) Advertisement Messages: used to create, change, and delete label mappings for FECs
(IV) Notification Messages: used to distribute advisory information and to signal error information

The Discovery Messages are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) based since, to discover other LSRs in a network, a Hello Message will be sent over a UDP port of all LSRs in the same subnet. The Session, Advertisement, and Notification messages are TCP based since the correct operation of LDP requires reliable and connection oriented mechanism to deliver messages.

2.3.3.1 LDP Header Format

Each LDP message (also called as Protocol Data Unit (PDU)) begins with an LDP header. One or more LDP messages may be combined together in a single datagram to reduce LDP header processing time. The fields in the LDP header are:

- Version: LDP version number
- PDU Length: Total length of the PDU excluding the version and PDU length field
- LDP ID: LDP Identifier uniquely identifies the label space of the sending LSR of this LDP message or messages. The first four bytes indicate the IP address of LSR and the last two bytes indicate the label space within the LSR.

- The following Figure 2-6 shows the LDP header format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>PDU Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDP ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDP ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDP Message</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2-6. LDP Header Format**

**Label Spaces and LDP ID**

Label spaces are a set of possible labels which are used in the label bindings. LDP supports two types of label spaces: interface-specific and platform-wide.

*Interface-specific:* An interface-specific label space uses interface resources for labels. For example, label-controlled ATM interfaces uses Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI) as the labels or Frame Relay interfaces uses Data Link Connection Identifier (DLCI) as a label. Use of interface-specific labels is more useful when the two directly connected LSRs are sending traffic over that interface.

*Platform-wide:* Platform-wide label spaces are used for the interfaces that can share the same labels. If the Platform-wide label space is used then the two bytes of label space are set to zero.

When multiple label spaces are used for an LSR, the label identifier or LDP ID is used to uniquely identify each label space. Use of multiple label spaces is very common in an ATM network where two ATM switches are connected to each other using multiple ATM links or a mix of multiple types of links such as Ethernet links and ATM links.
2.3.3.2 LDP Message Format

All LDP messages follow the format shown below in Figure 2-7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 bit</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
<th>1 Byte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Message Type</td>
<td>Message Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Message ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-7. LDP Message Format

- **U bit**: Unknown message bit. If U is set to 1 then the message is categorized as unknown and it will be discarded by the receiver LSR.
- **Message Type**: Type of message.
- **Message Length**: Total length of Message ID, Mandatory Parameters, and Optional Parameters.
- **Message ID**: A unique identifier for this message being sent by the LSR. This identifier is used to facilitate the identification of all packets that apply to this message.
- **Mandatory Parameters**: Set of mandatory or required parameters that are of variable length. Some messages may not require mandatory parameters.
- **Optional Parameters**: Set of optional parameters that are of variable length. Some messages may not require optional parameters.

**Various LDP Messages Types**

- **Notification Message**: To notify the peer LSR about an error conditions such as keep alive timer expiration, failure of an LSP session, etc.
- **Hello Message**: To discover other LSR in the network.
- **Initialization Message**: To initialize the session between LDP peers.
• KeepAlive Message: To continuously check the integrity of the TCP connection that supports the LDP session.

• Address Message: To advertise interface addresses to other LSRs.

• Address Withdraw Message: To withdraw the previously advertised interface addresses (by means of Address Message).

• Label Mapping Message: To advertise the FEC-label mapping or binding.

• Label Request Message: To request FEC-label binding information from other LSR.

• Label Abort Request Message: To abort an outstanding Label Request Message.

• Label Withdraw Message: To destroy bindings between FECs and labels.

• Label Release Message: To inform other LSRs that there is no need for any specific FEC-label bindings.

2.3.3.3 Type-Length-Value Encoding Scheme

All LDP messages are encoded using the TLV scheme as shown in Figure 2-8.

![Figure 2-8. Type-Length-Value (TLV) Encoding Format](image)

- U bit: Unknown bit. If U bit is set to 0 then the entire message is ignored and returned to the originator. If U bit is set to 1 then the message is processed.

- F bit: Forward bit. If F is set to 0 then the message is not forwarded. If F is set to 1 then the message is forwarded. (Note: In order for the message within the TLV to be forwarded, the U bit and F bit must be set to 1.)
- Type: Type of TLV
- Length: Length of the TLV
- Value: Parameters of the TLV. The Value may contain one or more TLV encoded messages. It is like a TLV inside a TLV.

2.3.3.4 Discovery of other LSRs

The LSRs discover each other in two ways: basic discovery method and extended discovery method.

Basic Discovery Method: This method is used by an LSR to discover other LSRs that are directly connected by a link. A LSR sends a Link Hello or Hello Message as a UDP packet to all routers on the subnet. The Hello Message usually carries the LDP ID for the label space that the LSR intends to use.

Extended Discovery Method: This method is used by an LSR to discover other LSRs that are not directly connected to it. The LSR sends a Targeted Hello Message to a specific IP address. The Targeted Hello Message usually carries the LDP ID for the label space that the LSR intends to use and some optional parameters.
3 Quality of Service in MPLS

Quality of Service is not a new term. It is used in almost all business segments. In general, if a customer pays more for any service then in return he/she seeks exceptional service. The Internet is growing from all latitudes and longitudes. It carries diverse and delay sensitive traffic. Therefore, it is required to classify them and make sure that the traffic with delay sensitiveness is treated with higher priority than the traffic with less delay sensitiveness. In simple words, the handling of traffic in various priorities and flawless performance is called Quality of Service (QoS). Before QoS was implemented in the Internet, all traffic was treated on Best-Effort basis. This means that network will do best to route traffic to its destination. But, in Best-Effort phenomena, if congestion occurs then packets are more susceptible to loss. This approach is not workable since voice and video traffic certainly need assurance of proper delivery. MPLS does not provide new QoS architectures but supports the existing QoS architectures that IP is supporting. However, MPLS is a useful technology for QoS because it provides better resource allocation, smaller table sizes, easier management, and support existing IP QoS architecture more effectively. In the Internet world, there are mainly four measurement units for QoS:

(i) Available Bandwidth
(ii) Latency
(iii) Jitter or Variable Delay
(iv) Packet Loss

(i) Available Bandwidth: It is important to make sure that the bandwidth requirements are met for those applications which need it. If the network contains low bandwidth and voice traffic is transported over it then users will definitely experience broken sentences. Similarly, when the video traffic is transported over the low bandwidth network then the picture will start sticking and the enjoyment of the video is adversely affected. So, bandwidth is an important factor.
However, it is also important to understand that provisioning more bandwidth is not the only solution. For example, if more bandwidth is provisioned in the network can solve the problem for the time being. What if a link failure occurs in the network and all traffic of that link is routed on the link with higher bandwidth or over-provisioned bandwidth? In such a case, the over-provisioned bandwidth on a particular network link or segment will become under-provisioned due to the extra traffic routed from other links. Also, if bandwidth is over-provisioned on a link that is used mostly for data traffic and suddenly a voice or video traffic is placed on this link then what will happen? The voice and video traffic have higher bandwidth requirements; as a result, the network link with over-provisioned bandwidth will become under-provisioned due to placement of voice and video traffic. Therefore, proper network planning and other factors are need to be considered while attempt to achieve end-to-end QoS.

(ii) Latency: Latency is a time that a packet takes in traveling from a sender node to a receiver node. Sometimes, it is also considered a time a packet takes to make a round trip from the source to the destination and back to the source. Various parameters, such as propagation time, transmission media, and processing time at each network node, affects the delay. The voice and video data are very sensitive to latency. Little more delay in transporting voice and video data has negative impact on Quality of Service to the application.

(iii) Jitter (Variable Delay): Jitter is a delay between two packets at receiving end. When there is a heavy load in the network, the data must be buffered and queued in any given network node. As a result, the amount of delay between two packets is inconsistent (variable). This variable delay is called Jitter. The voice traffic is very sensitive to Jitter because, inconsistent delay will cause breaking voice.

(iv) Packet Loss: In data network, packets may get lost or dropped due to so several reasons. One common reason is higher network utilization or congestion. In this case, the drop in voice or video packets creates unrecognizable sentences to the listener. Therefore, it is very critical to maintain lower packet loss.
3.1 QoS Fundamental Blocks

The QoS is provided with two types of granularity across network; Coarse and Fine. Each type of granularities is provided along with a separate QoS Architectures or QoS Models. The fine granularity means the QoS is provided on per-flow or per-application basis. This architecture is called QoS Integrated Service (Int-Serv) Architecture. The coarse granularity means QoS is provided on a group of flow or aggregated traffic. This architecture is called QoS Differentiated Service (Diff-Serv) Architecture.

To achieve end-to-end QoS, both architectures require each packet to pass through certain processes. These processes, as listed below, are known as QoS fundamental blocks.

(i) Classifying/Marking
(ii) Policing/Shaping
(iii) Queuing/Scheduling
(iv) Congestion Avoidance

(I) Classifying/Marking: The packets are classified based on level of QoS is required. Classification is done based on source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination port number, and/or protocol ID. The classification is done at the edge router before applying any QoS parameters. Once the traffic is classified, it is marked so that the other core devices can easily associate class of service and then apply policy. The packet is marked at various OSI layer to ensure proper QoS handling from sender to receiver.

Layer 2 – packet marking with 802.1Q/p
Layer 3 – packet marking with Diffserv Code Point (DSCP)
Layer 2.5 – packet marking with MPLS Exp bits

Despite of the classification and marking, the packet does not get end-to-end QoS without policing it.
(II) Policing/Shaping: According to web definitions, policing is "the process of discarding packets (by a dropper) within a traffic stream in accordance with the state of a corresponding meter enforcing a traffic profile"\(^1\). In other words, traffic policing drops traffic if it exceeds given data rate (defined by data meter). Traffic shaping is similar to policing except that the shaping keeps excess packets in a queue and then transmits them over the period of time. Below are few charts (Figure 3-1) showing major difference between policing and shaping. Shaping smoothes the traffic burst.

![Figure 3-1. Policing and Shaping Effect on Traffic\(^2\)](image)

The following table indicates major differences between policing and shaping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policing</th>
<th>Shaping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drops excess packets above the given data rate</td>
<td>Buffers and queues excess packets and process them over the period of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applies at the incoming interface as well as outgoing interface</td>
<td>Applies at the outgoing interface only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) http://qos.ittc.ku.edu/study/glossary.html  
\(^2\) http://www.nanog.org/mtg-0602/pdf/sathiamurthi.pdf
Delays due to queuing traffic is not supported | Delay due to queuing traffic is supported

Both, policing and shaping, use token bucket as a traffic meter. The token bucket usually works in the following way:

(a) Tokens are put into bucket at a given data rate.
(b) Each token contains length of the packet (in bits) that it allows the node to send.
(c) The traffic meter checks the packet size and then pulls out the number of tokens required to send that packet.
(d) If the bucket does not contain enough tokens to send a packet, according to traffic policing, the packet is dropped. However, in the same situation, the traffic shaping mechanism stores the excess packets into buffer and wait for enough tokens to send out the packets.
(e) In the case when the token bucket is full of tokens than more tokens are discarded.

(III) Queuing/Scheduling: Queuing is a method to de-queue packets from a certain queue based on required service levels. Several queuing mechanisms are available. Few of them are listed below.

(a) First In First Out (FIFO): The packet arriving first is always processed first. When the capacity of queue is achieved, the excess incoming packets are dropped.
(b) Priority Queuing: In the priority queuing, each packet is assigned a priority based on level of service requested. All the packets marked with higher priority go in the different queue then the packets marked as lower priority. There could be many priority queues. All of the packets in the higher priority queue are attended first. The packets in the lower priority queue are processed only when there are no packets in the higher priority queue. Therefore, one big flaw of this method is that the traffic with lower priority gets little or no attention. In traditional IP network, the priority is derived from the IP Type of Service (TOS) precedence field. There are 3 bits reserved for IP TOS field. Therefore, 8 priorities can be derived from 3 bits. Similarly, in MPLS, the priorities are derived from EXP field in the shim header. EXP field is 3 bits long, thus, 8 priorities are available in the MPLS network.
(c) Fair Queuing: In fair queuing method, each packet is assigned a type or flow. There are several queues possible based on types or flows. The packet with particular type assignment is placed on the queue with that type. The processing of packet is done as one packet per queue. In other words, one packet in each queue is processed one by one then the second packet on each queue is processed and so on. This is better than priority queuing because processing of each queue is done simultaneously rather than in sequence. Each type of flow of packets receives equal allocation of available bandwidth, thus, this method is called fair queuing.

(d) Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ): In this method, weight is applied to each type of flow of traffic. Weight is a measure to indicate the bandwidth requirement of the flow. Higher weight is assigned to the flow of traffic which required higher bandwidth. If total weight is X and the weight of a single flow is Y then an available bandwidth for this single flow is $Y/X$.

Figure 3-2. WFQ: Flow with Independent Weight

As per the above Figure 3-2, the flow C has higher weight than flow B and flow B has a higher weight than flow A.

Total Weight $X = 1 + 2 + 3 + 6$

Available bandwidth for a flow with weight $Y = Y/X$

Available bandwidth to precedence 1 (or flow with weight = 1) = 1/6

Available bandwidth to precedence 2 (or flow with weight = 2) = 2/6
Available bandwidth to precedence 3 (or flow with weight = 3) = 3/6

The bandwidth assigned to flow C is higher than B and B is higher than A.

As we discussed before, only 8 priorities are possible in MPLS. This is not enough because in MPLS, there are many FEC classes; hence, many flows (assuming one flow per FEC class) are available. In WFQ, many flows can also be assigned a single weight and the bandwidth can be allotted based on that.

Figure 3-3. WFQ: Multiple Flows with Same Weight

Total weight = 1 + 2(2) + 3 = 8

Available bandwidth for precedence 1 = 1/8
Available bandwidth for precedence 2 = 2/8
Available bandwidth for precedence 3 = 3/8

(IV) Congestion Avoidance:

The network is considered to be congested when the capacity of the network to handle packets has been reached and new packets are being dropped by the network. The most well known congestion control method is defined for TCP, where the packet loss is considered as a prime factor to assume that the network is congested. When the TCP sender realizes that the packets have been lost, it slows down the transmission of packets and gradually increases the transmission of packets to ensure that no packets have been lost. In order to make sure that the packets are not lost and to actively monitor the congestion, few
queue management techniques have been introduced. Traditionally, when the queue is reached to its limit and the buffer is full, the tail drop occurs and all the additional packets are dropped. Due to packet drops, the TCP hosts in the network will reduce the transmission rate and try to synchronize with each other. All TCP hosts slow down the transmission rate until the congestion is completely cleared. Once the congestion is cleared, all TCP hosts start increasing transmission rate. As a result, the transmission rate is going up and down which leaves the transmission links under utilized during some periods. There are other queue management techniques that reduce number of packets dropped in routers and provide lower delay in the interactive services such as voice and video conferencing. We will be discussing two important queue management techniques here: (i) Random Early Detection and (ii) Weighted Random Early Detection.

(a) Random Early Detection (RED)

RED works with the TCP transport protocol.

The main goal of RED is to
- reduce number of packets dropped at router
- avoid global synchronizations of TCP hosts
- provide congestion avoidance by means of early dropping packets and controlling average queue size

RED introduces minimum threshold (MinTh) and maximum threshold (MaxTh) values for the queue size. All traffic below MinTh is transmitted without observing any drop packets. All traffic above MaxTh is dropped. The probability of traffic between MinTh and MaxTh being dropped is based on number of packet increase. RED randomly drops the packets without considering the QoS parameters of the packet to protect the queue from being fully utilized. As a result, it is not useful for the traffic with hard QoS requirements.

(b) Weighted Random Early Detect (WRED):

WRED discards packets based on its QoS requirements and importance. WRED considers the MPLS EXP bits to prioritize the packets. The packet with bits 000 in EXP bits (or IP precedence bits) is
considered as lower priority traffic and is more likely to be discarded. The packet with bits 111 is considered as higher priority traffic and is less likely to be discarded. The bits in the voice and video packets can be set to 111 in order to minimize the probability of being dropped.

3.2 QoS Architectures and MPLS

As mentioned earlier, MPLS neither introduces new QoS architecture nor enhances the existing IP QoS architecture. However, MPLS does support the existing IP QoS architecture efficiently. There are two QoS architecture defined for IP networks: Integrated Service (IntServ) and Differentiated Service (DiffServ). In this section, we will highlight important parameters of both architectures and then examine how MPLS supports these two architectures.

3.2.1 Integrated Services and MPLS

Integrated Services or IntServ architecture was developed by IETF in 1990s to satisfy guaranteed end-to-end QoS for the applications that needs it. IntServ provides QoS guarantee to individual application or flow; hence, it is also known as ‘fine grained QoS approach’. IntServ introduced service classes based on which the QoS requests can be made. In order to make QoS request, IntServ supports several signaling protocols; to name a few such as Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP), Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). However, RSVP has been used as a main signaling protocol to make QoS requests. Also, MPLS has been enhanced to support RSVP for its QoS needs and traffic engineering needs. Therefore, we will also be briefly discussing RSVP in this section.

The IntServ architecture has introduced two main aspects to achieve QoS needs for an individual application: (1) Service Classes and (2) Use of RSVP to signal QoS requests using these service classes. In IntServ, each application is expected to provide what type of traffic will be sending over the network (i.e. Traffic Specifications-TSpec) and what are the QoS needs of that traffic (i.e. Resource Specifications-RSpec). IntServ expects all of the network nodes to perform all QoS fundamental functions (marking, policing, queuing, scheduling, etc.).
Service Classes:

The following two service classes were introduced:

(i) Guaranteed Service: It is useful for the applications that require strict guarantee of bandwidth and maximum delay. The application must provide the TSpec and RSpec information in order to receive guarantee of bandwidth and to meet maximum delay requirement. The TSpec parameters are: maximum packet size, a burst size, and the traffic rate of the token bucket or traffic meter. The RSpec parameter is the required bandwidth or service rate for that application. In Guaranteed Service, there will be separate queue for each flow. As a result, once the bandwidth is reserved for that flow (or service) and during a day if that service is not required then the bandwidth is still assigned to the service; thus, low utilization of bandwidth is a drawback of Guaranteed Service class.

(ii) Controlled Load: Controlled Load overcomes the drawback of Guaranteed Service by avoiding the strict requirements on bandwidth and delay. However, the Controlled Load class makes sure that enough resources are available to satisfy QoS needs of the application and at the same time other flows or services also receive proper QoS treatment without compromising the performance.

3.2.1.1 Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP)

The RSVP is a network control protocol and is developed by separate IETF group. It is not developed as part of IntServ architecture or associated with the IntServ architecture at all. RSVP is a signaling protocol that allows applications to request or to make reservation of QoS requirements in the network. The network, in response, provides YES or NO answer to the application. RSVP also supports both unicast and multicast traffic. RSVP has been enhanced to support MPLS QoS and MPLS Traffic Engineering. Therefore, it is important to discuss some aspects of RSVP protocol. The following Figure 3-4 shows basic flow diagram of RSVP.
**Figure 3-4. Basic RSVP Flow in Host and Router**

The classifier determined the QoS and scheduler determined which packets need to be forwarded on each outgoing interface. During the resource reservation process, the RSVP QoS request is first passed through admission controller and policy controller. Admission controller determines whether the node has sufficient resources to provide requested resources while the policy controller determines whether the user has proper permission to perform the reservation task. RSVP also defines ‘session’ or ‘data flow’ by using *IP addresses, Protocol ID, and Port numbers*.

The RSVP carries the following information in order to signal the QoS requirement of the application:

*Flowspec:* This includes desired service class, *TSpec*, and *RSpec* parameters. The *Flowspec* mainly defines the QoS needs of the application. The *Flowspec* is used to set parameters in the scheduler of each outgoing interface.

*Filterspec:* This includes the data packets along with ‘data flow’ information and it is used to set parameters in the classifier.

**Making QoS Reservation**

RSVP carries the above information from end user(s) or host(s) to every network element (router or switch) along the path from sender to receiver in order to make QoS reservation. In order to carry above information, RSVP uses RSVP PATH and RSVP RESV messages. The RSVP PATH messages travel from sender to receiver while the RSVP RESV messages travel from receiver to sender. The RSVP PATH message contains *Flowspec* information except the *RSpec* parameters provided by the sender. The
RSVP PATH message is sent to a session or ‘data flow’ addresses which may be consisting of single receiver (unicast address) or multiple receivers (multicast). When a receiver receives RSVP PATH message, it responds with RSVP RESV message which identifies the session or ‘data flow’ for which the QoS reservation is being made. The RSVP RESV message also contains $RSpec$ parameters which indicate what level of QoS is expected by the receiver. Both RSVP PATH and RSVP RESV messages are being analyzed at each network element (router or switch) along the path from sender to receiver so that resource allocation can take place at every necessary node along the transmission path. When a message is passing through each network element, the network element performs all necessary checks as depicted in the basic flow diagram of RSVP. Also, the reservation is always made unidirectional. Therefore, for two way communication needs, two separate reservation needs to be made. Once the resource reservation is made, each network element can identify which packet belongs to which reservation by examining the source IP address, source port number, destination IP address, destination port number, and the protocol ID. The following Figure 3-5 shows RSVP PATH message and RSVP RESV message flow.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 3-5. RSVP PATH Message Flow and RSVP RESV Message Flow**
RSVP is a ‘soft state’ protocol, which means that in order to keep reservation active, RSVP PATH and RSVP RESV messages must be exchanged periodically. Failure to do so will result in time-out of reservation and eventually the reservation has been terminated.

3.2.1.2 MPLS Related Enhancements

All of the above discussed factors are applicable to MPLS except few things that won’t work with MPLS without enhancements. The enhancements to RSVP has been made to support MPLS for unicast address only. As we know, MPLS supported network routes traffic based on labels and not IP addresses while to setup the reservation, an IP address is a must to identify session number of ‘data flow’. In order to route the traffic in MPLS network, binding between data flows (that has reservations) and the labels must be created and distributed to all LSRs along the path. Each data flow can be considered as an FEC in the MPLS.

In order to distribute the label information in the RSVP messages, an RSVP LABEL object has been created and carried inside the RSVP RESV message. When an LSR wants to send an RSVP RESV messages to other LSR, it grabs a label from the free labels pool, generates an entry into the label forwarding table as an incoming label, and sends out this label in the LABEL object of the RSVP RESV message. When the receiver LSR receives this RSVP RESV message, it creates an entry into the label forwarding table and put the label it received as an outgoing label. The receiver LSR also grabs a label from its free labels pool and creates an entry into the label forwarding table which indicates that this new label as an incoming label. The receiver LSR also places this new label into the LABELE object of this RSVP RESV message before sending it to the other LSR along the path. This way the reservation has been made from receiver to the sender LSR. If we recall the label binding types, the label binding performed by the LSRs is done by using downstream label binding method. Also, once the LSP is established, when a packet enters the edge LSR or LER, the LER examines the header information of the packet and performs requested QoS operations on this packet for this reserved flow or data flow. Once all QoS operations (policing/shaping, queuing/scheduling, etc.) are performed, the packet has been labeled
according to the information provided in the label forwarding table. When this packet reaches to the LSR (i.e. an intermediate LSR), the IP header or transport header of the packet is not examined, but, only the label is examined and the LSR will find all QoS related parameters for that packet. Now, all the QoS operations will be performed and the packet will be forwarded to the next LSR along the LSP. The label binding information is being carried by either LDP or piggybacking on the existing routing protocol.

Figure 3-6. Label Binding Mechanism in RSVP

According to Figure 3-6, Router R1 sends the RSVP PATH message to R2, R3, and eventually to R4. Now, the following steps take place:

- R4 responds with the RSVP RESV message with the label 13, which is entered as an incoming label for R4 in the forwarding table.

  R3 receives the RSVP RESV message and assigns a new label 9 to the packet. The entry created in the forwarding table of R3 will have label 9 as an incoming label and label 13 as an outgoing label.

  R2 receives the RSVP RESV message and assigns a new label 27 to the packet. The entry created in the forwarding table of R2 will have label 27 as an incoming label and label 9 as an outgoing label.

  R1 receives the RSVP RESV message. The entry created in the forwarding table of R1 will have label 27 as an outgoing label.
Important Points

The label binding information is being carried over by piggybacking on the existing routing protocol rather than using LDP.

- At each LER and LSR, the IP header and transport header are not being examined. The packet is being transported by using the label information given in the forwarding table.

At each LER and LSR, the QoS related parameters have been found by single table look up in the forwarding table. According to QoS parameters, the packets are policed, scheduled, and queued.

Only the first LER (in above example, the R1) needs to perform several functions to make sure which packets belong to which reservation. All other LSRs along the LSP do not need to worry about this.

RSVP Scalability Resolution for MPLS

A very well known misunderstanding of RSVP is that it is not scalable because it supports only micro flows (or a data flow that provides reservation for single application). In traditional IP world, the IP header and transport header are examined at all nodes to make sure the packet belongs to particular reservation. However, in MPLS, only the first LER along the LSP needs to worry about it. Various options are allowed to configure R1 to accept wide range of packets. To allow various options of selecting wide range of traffic, a new object called LABEL_REQUEST has been introduced in the RSVP PATH message. The LABEL_REQUEST will request a receiver LER to send the RSVP RESV message to establish LSP and once the LSP is established, it allows specifying which higher level protocol will use the LSP. This will allow aggregating more traffic to be transported over same LSP. For example, instead of creating a micro flow, all traffic with same prefix or all traffic of same higher level protocol can be assigned to the same LSP that provides required QoS needs. This is more useful in creating an LSP between two sites of the companies to transport large amount of traffic with desired QoS needs. Therefore, RSVP supports scalability by supporting aggregated traffic. The RSVP does not provide scalable environment when it supports application specific flow.
Another issue has been discovered that the RSVP is soft state protocol that means in order to maintain the reservation, periodic refresh messages need to be exchanged. As a result, if a single router has to maintain RSVP reservation details for large traffics then at some point it will become too much burden on that router. Also, RSVP does not provide reliable service of message exchange. This means that if the message is lost then the receiver RSVP node will rely on other refresh message rather than requesting same message from the sender RSVP node. Therefore, in order to maintain reservation, a refresh messages need to be sent out periodically with very short time intervals. This adds on to more traffic overhead. In order to minimize the refresh traffic, the MPLS and RSVP IETF team provided a reliable mechanism. New RSVP objects, the MESSAGE_ID and MESSAGE_ID_ACK have been introduced. If R1 wants to send an RSVP PATH message indicating new state of the reservation to R2 then it assigns a unique identifier and places it in the MESSAGE_ID object. R1 places this MESSAGE_ID object into the RSVP PATH message before sending the message to R2. R2 receives this message and acknowledges the receipt of this message by sending MESSAGE_ID_ACK object with the same identifier in the RSVP message or a new ACK message. The R1 uses short intervals for the RSVP PATH messages that it sends to R2 and other routers. Upon receipt of acknowledgement from R2 or other routers, R1 increases the refresh timer. As a result, the refresh overhead is reduced by increasing refresh timer. If R2 receives multiple RSVP messages with multiple identifiers to refresh state of the various reservations, it is allowed to send more than one identifiers into single RSVP message back to R1. This way the refresh traffic is further reduced. This mechanism is called summary refresh. MPLS IETF group introduced a new message called SREFRESH to carry more than one identifier back to sender LSR (i.e. R1). The above enhancements removed major scalability hurdles of RSVP when using in MPLS environment.
3.2.2 Differentiated Services and MPLS

Differentiated services or DiffServ architecture was developed by IETF in order to provide QoS to a class of traffic rather than an individual application (i.e. IntServ approach). DiffServ architecture divides traffic into small number of classes and allocates required resources to each class separately; hence, DiffServ is also known as ‘Coarse Grained QoS Approach’ For any network planner, the easiest way to deploy DiffServ architecture is that to define the traffic into two simple classes: one class contains traffic that does not need guaranteed QoS (Best Effort model) and the other class contains traffic with guaranteed QoS service. The class can directly be marked into the packet using Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP).

3.2.2.1 Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP)

The DSCP is carried into the 6 bit Differentiated Services field of the IP packet header. This field is part of the Type of Service (ToS) byte of the IP packet header. Since there are 6 bits reserved for DSCP, up to 64 different classes can be defined. However, in practice only little number of classes can satisfy the required QoS needs of the large network.

The following Figure 3-7 indicates the structure of IP packet.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Type of Serv IP Pres/DSCP</td>
<td>Total Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifier</td>
<td>Flags</td>
<td>Fragmented Offset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time To Live</td>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Header Checksum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source IP Address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination IP Address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 3-7. IP Packet

The following Figure 3-8 indicates the IP Type of Service (ToS) byte.
The IP Precedence is made of 3 bits. D indicates Delay, T indicates Throughput, R indicates Reliability, C indicates Cost, and last bit is reserved for other purpose. The value for D, T, R, and C can either be 0 (i.e. Normal) or 1 (i.e. High). As we know the first six bits of IP ToS field is mapped to DSCP field. Therefore, last two bits (i.e. 7 and 8) are not considered for classification of traffic.

The following Figure 3-9 indicates the IP ToS byte when used for DSCP.

According to the Figure 3-9, the first six bits are used for DSCP. The ECT and CE bits are used for Explicit Congestion Notification, which is not in the scope of this document. From these six bits, the first three bits are mainly used to create classes of traffic and the other three bits are providing drop preference.

3.2.2.2 Per Hope Behavior (PHB)

The DSCP identifies Per Hope Behavior (PHB) to define queuing and dropping mechanism at the each router or LSR. The PHB can also be seen as a forwarding behavior applied to a set of packets that are part of DiffServ Behavior Aggregate (BA). Each LSR collects the packets from different source and
group them into a BA according to the DSCP code settings in the packets. All packets containing same DSCP code are grouped into a BA. All packets of a BA have a specific PHB according to its QoS needs. The PHB is applied based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA). Here are some standard PHBs defined in various RFCs. A network planner can also define different local PHBs other than the given standard PHBs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard PHB</th>
<th>QoS Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default (Best Effort)</td>
<td>No special QoS treatment. The DSCP setting of default PHB is 000000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedited Forwarding</td>
<td>Packets are forwarded with minimum delay and low loss. To ensure the QoS treatment, the router makes sure that the arrival rate of the packets are less than the service rate of the packets. The DSCP setting for EF PHB is 101110.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assured Forwarding</td>
<td>The Each PHB is named in AFxy format. Where, x is a packet forwarding line (or queue), y is a drop preference. The AF1y packets are independently forwarded with respect to AF2y. In other words, The AF1y packets are in different queue than AF2y. All packets in AFx1, AFx2, and AFx3 will go into same queue. When congestion in the network occurs, the packets with PHB AFx1 are less likely to drop than packets with PHB AFx2. Similarly, the packets with PHB AFx2 are less likely to drop than packets with PHB AFx3. 12 PHBs are defined in AF i.e. four classes (i.e. queues) and three drop preferences. The recommended values for DSCP setting for each AF PHBs are: AF11 = 001010; AF12 = 001110; AF13 = 001110 AF21 = 010010; AF22 = 010100; AF23 = 010110 AF31 = 011010; AF32 = 011100; AF33 = 011110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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AF41 = 100010; AF42 = 100100; AF43 = 100110

The following Table 3-2 identifies the mapping of IP Precedence to DSCP classes to MPLS Exp field (Note: Next section discusses the MPLS Exp field in detail). The DiffServ class selector provides support for IP Precedence using DSCP terminology. The column #4 indicates DiffServ class selector.

Table 3-2. Mapping of IP Precedence, DSCP Class, and MPLS Exp field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Precedence (3 bits)</th>
<th>IP Precedence #</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>DSCP Class  Selector (6 bits)</th>
<th>DSCP Class</th>
<th>MPLS  Exp field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>0000000 (0)</td>
<td>Best Effort</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>0010000 (8)</td>
<td>AF Class 1</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>0100000 (16)</td>
<td>AF Class 2</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>0110000 (24)</td>
<td>AF Class 3</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Flash Override</td>
<td>1000000 (32)</td>
<td>AF Class 4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CRITIC/ECP</td>
<td>1010000 (40)</td>
<td>Expedite Forwarding</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Internetwork</td>
<td>1100000 (48)</td>
<td>Internetwork Control</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Network Control</td>
<td>1110000 (56)</td>
<td>Network Control</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In DiffServ, the DSCP are either set at the host machine (i.e. user machine) or set at the boundary router or ingress router of a particular administrative domain or autonomous system. The host can set DSCP value based on what type of application has generated the packet. For example, the voice and video packets will have lower drop preference and higher class (i.e. AF11) than other packets. The boundary router can also set DSCP based on several local policy provided by network administrator. Once the DSCP is set at the host or boundary router, the QoS treatment at all subsequent nodes are solely dependent on DSCP value. There is no need for applying QoS policies at each subsequent network nodes of administrative domain.

3.2.2.3 MPLS Related Enhancements
There are several issues while using DiffServ model in the MPLS domain. The most important issue is how to process the packet by applying proper QoS treatment and forward it to its destination. As we know, DSCP is carried in the IP header and the MPLS routers do not check the IP header to perform forwarding decision of the packet but it relies on the label information provided in shim header or link layer header. Therefore, a mechanism is required to insert proper PHB information in the label header so that each LSR can retrieve PHB information and process the packet with proper QoS treatment.

**E-LSP (Exp-LSP): (PHB in shim header)** The shim header contains experimental field (also known as Exp field) which is 3-bit long. This field was designed to mark the packet for Differentiated Services. The DSCP can be directly mapped into this Exp field, but, there is a length issue. The DSCP is 6-bit long while the Exp field is 3-bit. The historical reasons behind this difference is that the MPLS shim header was formalized in 1997 when the QoS classes (or Class of Service (CoS)) in the IP packet were derived from 3 precedence bits provided in the IP ToS byte. The DiffServ design committee was originated in 1998 and started redefining the leading 6-bits of the IP ToS byte as DS field. Also, back in 1997 only the Best-effort QoS model was famous and it was assumed that up to eight classes will be more than enough to support most of the applications. With the 3-bit Exp field, only eight PHBs are possible while the DSCP can support up to 64 PHBs. Each LSR maintains a mapping of a Exp to PHBs it supports. All of the LSRs need to be configured to map the Exp values to different PHBs. As long as up to 8 PHBs are supported by the LSR, the Exp field is sufficient. Practically speaking, the eight QoS PHBs are more than enough. Also, there is no signaling, such as RSVP, is required to reserve bandwidth. The label provides information related to packet forwarding and the Exp field provides PHB information related to QoS treatment that the packet seeks at each LSR. In order to setup the LSP, any label distribution mechanism can be used. The LSP setup with the use of <label, Exp field> is called as E-LSP.

The following Figure 3-10 provides details of E-LSP carrying two different PHBs.
**Figure 3-10. E-LSP Carrying Multiple PHBs**

As per the Figure 3-10, the edge router A (i.e. ingress router or ingress LSR) of the MPLS domain is responsible for scanning all IP packets it receives, allocating a label to each packet, and setting the MPLS Exp bits in the MPLS shim header so that the packet can be placed on to proper E-LSP. In our example, the router A maps two different PHBs of DSCP to Exp field. The edge router A can be configured to map the DSCP to Exp by using default values or through manual configuration. Also, router A assigns same label to the packets that have same Exp bit value. As a result, in our example, packets with two separate PHBs have same label assigned to it so that they can be placed on same E-LSP. But, remember that not more than 8 PHBs can be placed on to E-LSP due to length restriction of the Exp field. Once the Exp field is set at the edge router A, the Exp value must be consistent at all subsequent routers along the E-LSP path. If the intermediate LSR needs to use different Exp value then it should be properly configured and the Exp field needs to be remapped at that intermediate LSR. The Exp field identifies the queue where packet needs to be placed on. In our example, the LSR B knows that the packet with Exp=101 needs to be put on EF queue and the packet with Exp=001 needs to be put on AF11 queue.

**Important Benefits of E-LSP:**

(i) The operation of DiffServ over MPLS is simple and straight forward with the use of E-LSP. It is similar to DiffServ over IP because MPLS uses 3 Exp bits while IP uses 3 IP precedence bits.
(ii) No modification in the existing signaling and label distribution mechanisms are required.

(iii) Compare to IntServ architecture, the support for multiple PHBs over single E-LSP simplifies network management by reducing number of LSPs.

Main Limitations of E-LSP:

(i) E-LSP can not support more than eight PHBs.

(ii) For ATM links, the shim header is not available because ATM cells contains CLP (Cell Loss Priority) bit. Therefore, Exp to PHB mapping is not possible for ATM links.

(iii) E-LSPs with different PHBs can not be combined into one E-LSP.

L-LSP (Label-LSP): (PHB in Link Layer header or in Label itself) In case if more than eight PHBs are needed in a particular network domain, the E-LSP will not work. Also, in the case of ATM links that do not have shim header, the E-LSP will not work. In such cases, the label itself can be used to convey PHB information. Therefore, the LSP setup with the use of label that carries PHB information is called as L-LSP. As we know, the label can be bound to FEC. Similarly, the label must be bound to PHB as well. Since the label is used to carry the PHB information, only single PHB can be carried over on each L-LSP.

PHB Scheduling Class (mainly to support AF PHB class):

The concept of carrying single PHB in each L-LSP does not work well with AF PHB class because each AF PHB class has three drop preference (i.e. three DSCP values or three PHBs. For example, AF class x has three PHBs AFx1, AFx2, AFx3). Also, it is prime requirement of AF PHB class that member of same class must not be reordered if they differ only in drop preference. Therefore, packets of the same AF class but with different drop preferences must be forwarded on to same L-LSP. To meet this requirement, a new term has been introduced which is called PHB Scheduling Class. PHB Scheduling Class is defined as a group of PHBs that must not be reordered. Therefore, the three PHBs under each AF class must be forwarded on to same L-LSP. There are four PHB Scheduling Classes available for AF PHB class.

1. AF1y = AF11, AF12, and AF13 must be forwarded in same L-LSP
2. \( AF_2y = AF_{21}, AF_{22}, \) and \( AF_{23} \) must be forwarded in same L-LSP

3. \( AF_3y = AF_{31}, AF_{32}, \) and \( AF_{33} \) must be forwarded in same L-LSP

4. \( AF_4y = AF_{41}, AF_{42}, \) and \( AF_{43} \) must be forwarded in same L-LSP

In order to place the \( PHB \) Scheduling Class into same L-LSP, each ingress LSR is required to establish bindings between a label, an FEC, and a \( PHB \) Scheduling Class. Now, if packets of the same AF class are placed on the same L-LSP, how does an LSR determines the drop preference of the packet? The queue (i.e. \( x \) in \( AF_{xy} \)) can be easily determined from the label but the drop preference must be provided somewhere so that LSR can process and forward the packet appropriately. When MPLS shim header is available, the drop preference of AF PHB is encapsulated into Exp field. When ATM link is used, the drop preference of AF PHB is encapsulated into CLP bit of ATM header. While using CLP bit to encapsulate drop preference, the total number of drop preferences are reduced to two i.e. \( AFx_1=0 \) and \( AFx_2=1 \).

As we discussed earlier in this section, the label must be bound to FEC and PHB or \( PHB \) Scheduling Class. The current label distribution mechanisms do not support a label that is bound to both FEC and PHB. Therefore, label distribution mechanisms have been enhanced to support this requirement. For example, the LDP has been enhanced to introduce new TLV, which is called as “the Diff-Serv TLV”. As per RFC 3270, “the Diff-Serv TLV” contains

1 bit field to indicate LSP type (E-LSP or L-LSP)

- 3 bits field to indicate Exp field

16 bits field to indicate PHB

The LDP messages that request and advertise bindings of prefixes to labels are enhanced by including “the Diff-Serv TLV”, thus, allowing the label to bind to prefix and PHB/PHB Scheduling Class. It is important to remember that each L-LSP requires signaling (i.e. using RSVP, LDP, or any other label distribution mechanism) of a PHB at LSP setup time. So, for Best-Effort and EF PHB classes are carried in separate L-LSP with no Exp bits specified in shim header or CLP bit specified in ATM header. For
AF PHB type, the L-LSP carries same AF class with different drop preferences specified in Exp field or CLP bit.

The following Figure 3-11 provides details of two L-LSPs carrying different PHBs.

![Figure 3-11. L-LSPs Carrying Different PHBs](image)

According to figure, the edge router A is responsible to classify packets, assign a label, and place the packet into the proper L-LSP. All of the subsequent LSRs along the L-LSP must be properly configured to place the incoming traffic into proper queue. In our example, the router A assigns label 10 to the EF PHB and label 20 to AF11 PHB. Also, remember that the AF11 is part of the PHB Scheduling Class AF1x. Therefore, if traffic with new AF12 PHB arrives at router A, router A will assign label 20 to AF12 PHB as well and the drop preference will be encoded in shim header since our example assumes non-ATM network. The packet with label 10 is transported over L-LSP #1 while the packet with label 20 is transported over L-LSP #2.

Since we can place only one type of PHBs or PHB scheduling class on to single L-LSP, it is quite possible to provide performance guarantee to certain traffic. For example, if a voice or video traffic is set to EF PHB, then a network administrator can assign more bandwidth and resources to a particular L-LSP that is responsible to carry EF PHB.

Important Benefits of L-LSP:

---
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(i) L-LSP can support up to 64 PHBs.

(ii) L-LSP can be established across ATM links because it does not require shim header.

(iii) L-LSP can allow the network administrator to provide performance guarantee for certain traffic class.

Main Limitations of L-LSP:

(i) The signaling of bonding of label to FEC and PHB is not supported by existing signaling protocol. Therefore, enhancement is required to support signaling.

(ii) The distribution of a label that is bound to both FEC and PHB is not supported by existing label distribution protocol. Therefore, enhancement is required to support label distribution.

(iii) The network management task becomes more complicated due to number of LSPs that are required to maintain is higher.

(iv) L-LSPs with different PHBs can not be combined into one L-LSP.
4 Introduction: MPLS Traffic Engineering

By reading term ‘Traffic Engineering’ for the first time, the transport road network of our world can be emerged in our imagination. All types of small roads, highways, interstates, and streets come to our mind. If we look at the US geographic map, we will find thousands of various roads crisscrossing and connecting each part of the US. If we think more in detail about how traffic is being managed on this road network then the first thing comes to our mind is the traffic rules, traffic signs, and traffic lights. These are the things which help to reduce chaotic situations. However, in spite of so much planning, we experience traffic jams during rush hours or many times due to an accident. When it is really urgent to reach to the office to attend an important meeting, we think about taking the freeway so that we can reach to our office in timely manner. But, due to an accident if the freeway is jammed and we are trapped in traffic for hours, we would always wish that it would be better if somebody escorts us out of this traffic jam and take proper alternate route to bring us to our destination. Sometimes freeways are jammed but internal routes are open and in this case we can reach to our destination faster by using the internal routes instead of jammed freeways. In such a situation, wouldn’t it be nice if the traffic is distributed over freeway and internal routes in such a way that everybody reaches to their destination without experiencing a traffic jam situation? This way the internal routes are also used, as well as the freeway does not get jammed. This is called proper use of available resources in order to avoid traffic congestion.

In data network, the traffic engineering means a process of selecting the proper data path across the network of multiple parallel and alternate data paths in order to balance the load on the network. The main goal of traffic engineering is to optimize the use of network resources while providing reliable network operations. Since Internet has become very popular, many Network Equipment Providers (NEPs) compete to sell their product and many Internet Service Providers (ISP) compete to sell their services at lower prices. In order to lower the price, the ISPs are more concerned about the optimum utilization of network resources. ISPs want to make sure that their network is used efficiently and provide better traffic performance. Also, they want to reduce the operational cost of their network. Therefore,
traffic engineering has become the most important task to achieve for network engineers. The Layer 3 traffic engineering solution (IP) and Layer 2 traffic engineering solution (ATM/FR) can not provide proper traffic engineering functions in certain scenarios. The MPLS has overcome the issues introduced by IP and ATM/FR and support traffic engineering more effectively. The MPLS traffic engineering discusses two performance functions. One is traffic oriented objectives and the other is resource oriented objectives. The traffic oriented objectives support the QoS related operations and focus on reducing the traffic delay, reducing the traffic loss, increasing throughput, and enforcing the Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The resource oriented objectives support the network resources related tasks. One of the important resources is available bandwidth. Sufficient bandwidth is considered as entrance criteria for traffic engineering. Also, the resource oriented objectives greatly impact the traffic oriented objectives. Therefore, efficient management of resources is prominent requirement for MPLS traffic engineering.

4.1 Important Steps for MPLS Traffic Engineering

The MPLS traffic engineering can be achieved by the following simple steps:

[i] Compute a path from a one node to the other node (This is called source routing or explicit routing where the source node specifies the route that a packet should take while traversing the network.). Also, in order to compute path, the source node should have information about all nodes of the network. In other words, the source node should have knowledge of network topology to begin path calculations.

[ii] While computing the path, certain behaviors of the network should not be violated. (These behaviors are also called 'constraints'. Some of the constraints are bandwidth, administrative requirements, etc. The routing that considers the network constraint into account is called constraint based routing).

[iii] Establish and maintain the forwarding state along the path that was computed in the previous step. Also, while establishing forwarding state, it may be required for some application to reserve bandwidth along the computed path.
4.1.1 Compute a Path

While computing path, it is also important to make sure that the path is computed optimally with respect to some scalar metrics such as hop count and administrative metric as well as, that the path does not violate any set of constraint that are required for effective traffic engineering function. One of the very well known algorithms, Shortest Path First (SPF), can be used to compute a path that is optimal with respect to scalar metrics such as administrative distance. This algorithm is also used in very well known Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) link-state protocol. However, the SPF algorithm does not provide a capability to consider the constraints into account when computing path. Therefore, an enhancement was made to SPF algorithm and this enhancement is called Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm. So, the main goal of the CSPF is to compute a path that is

optimal with respect to scalar metrics

considering the set of required constraints into account

Each router of the Autonomous System (AS) runs this CSPF algorithm and computes a shortest path to all other routers in the same AS. Once the algorithm finishes and paths to all routers in the AS are computed, the paths are now converted into a form of routing tables, which are used to route the packets in the AS. When a router initiates CSPF algorithm, it considers itself as a root node and the other routers as candidate nodes. The following steps describe how the CSPF algorithm works:

(i) The router identifies itself as a root node.

(ii) The root node makes a list of all adjacent candidate nodes and checks the distance (i.e. scalar metrics) to each candidate nodes.

(iii) Now the candidate node with the shortest distance to the root is examined for the constraint requirement. If the required constraint is met with that node then only go to the next step, otherwise, check for the next available candidate node and examine the constraints.
(iv) The candidate node that meets possible shortest distance to the root and also satisfies the required constraint will be added in the shortest path tree with the root as the router that has initiated this CSPF algorithm.

(v) The CSPF algorithm reiterates and checks other set of candidate nodes directly connected to root node. It continues adding all the nodes that are shortest distance to the root in the shortest path tree. Once the node is added to the shortest path tree, it is removed from the candidate node list.

(vi) Once the candidate list is empty, the CSPF algorithm stops. Also, if the path is being computed only for a specific destination node then the CSPF algorithm will be stopped as soon as the destination node will be added to the shortest path tree.

The step (iii) is very important and slightly different than regular SPF algorithm. In regular SPF algorithm, the shortest path is computed based on the distance (or cost of scalar metrics). However, in CSPF, the shortest path is computed based on the distance as well as required constraints. It is important to know that the path created by CSPF algorithm is an explicit path. Also, the links are assumed to have enough constraint related information so that it can be used during path computation.

As we mentioned earlier, to compute the path across the network, the source node should have all possible information about network topology. The Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) is responsible to distribute topology information as well as any changes that happened to the network topology. The OSPF and IS-IS are well known link-state IGPs being used for this function. These protocols have been enhanced to keep track of topology changes and to propagate or distribute these changes in the network. The extension of OSPF is “OSPF with Opaque LSAs” and the extension of IS-IS is “IS-IS with Link State Packets TLV”.

4-4
Once the route is calculated, the next task is to establish and maintain the forwarding state along this computed path. Here, MPLS is playing the main role. It is used to establish and maintain the forwarding state to achieve traffic engineering function. The MPLS is a preferred forwarding mechanism over the other forwarding mechanisms because of the following simple reasons:

MPLS supports explicit routing which is essential to support TE constraint-based routing. In other words, the decision on which IP packet will take which route is completely confined to the head end router of the LSP.

MPLS supports the label information in the IP header to take routing decision instead of analyzing the whole IP header.

4.1.2 Setup Forwarding State for MPLS Traffic Engineering

Once the path is computed, the next job is to set a forwarding state along the path. Currently, we have two dominant protocols, LDP and RSVP, to set a forwarding state along the path. These protocols set up LSP based on information provided by plain IP routing protocols. However, the path we have calculated is an explicit path based on CSPF algorithm. Therefore, in order for LDP and RSVP to support establishment of forwarding state along the explicit path, new extensions of these protocol have been developed. These extension initiatives are called CR-LDP and RSVP-TE. We have discussed the RSVP as a QoS signaling protocol in QoS section. The RSVP-TE is an extension to the RSVP protocol to support label distribution and explicit routing for traffic engineering function. The CR-LDP is an extension to the current LDP protocol to support QoS signaling and explicit routing.

4.1.2.1 RSVP-TE
Since MPLS is being used as a forwarding mechanism, the label should be assigned to the LSRs along the explicit path. The regular RSVP protocol assigns labels to the LSRs along the LSP, which is derived by the plain IP routing protocols. However, the RSVP-TE introduces a capability of assigning labels to LSRs along the explicit path. To provide the capability of assigning labels to LSRs along the explicit path, a new object called Explicit Route Object (ERO) is introduced. The ERO object is carried in the RSVP PATH message and it contains explicit routes that need to be followed by the RSVP PATH message. The following are some important facts about ERO:

The ERO contains explicit route which was calculated by the CSPF algorithm.

ERO is nothing but a TLV that contains subobjects. Each subobject is represented as abstract node.

- The explicit route is carried in the ERO by means of ordered sequence of routers or abstract node which identifies explicit route. There are three types of abstract nodes defined at present: IPv4 address prefix, IPv6 address prefix, and Autonomous System number. Therefore, the abstract node is either a router or an autonomous system that contains group of routers.

ERO specifies "loose" or "strict" routes. "loose" routes are those which rely on the routing table to find the destination node. "strict" routes are those which specify directly connected next hop router. A route can contain "loose", "strict", or both components.

Now, let's look at how RSVP-TE is used to establish MPLS forwarding state along an explicit route. The following Figure 4-1 represents an MPLS network of several LSRs. The LSRA wants to establish MPLS forwarding state along the explicit route LSRA-LSRC-LSRD-LSRF-LSRG.
The whole process of establishing forwarding state can be effectively explained in six easy steps, which are listed below.

(i) Construction of ERO: LSRA constructs ERO object that contains explicit path from LSRA to LSRG. ERO contains subobjects or abstract node entries. Each subobject consists of IP address of each LSR along the explicit path. Therefore, in our example, the ERO contains four abstract nodes or subobjects for LSRC, LSRD, LSRF, and LSRG. Each subobject contains IP address of corresponding LSR.

(ii) Construction of RSVP PATH message: LSRA builds RSVP PATH message and includes constructed ERO and LABEL_REQUEST object.

(iii) Processing the ERO object at the source node: Before sending RSVP PATH message, LSRA examines ERO that it has built in step (i). LSRA finds that the first entry (i.e. subobject or abstract node) in the ERO is LSRC. LSRA finds the physical link/interface connected to LSRC and forwards the RSVP PATH message on that link to LSRC.

(iv) Processing the ERO object at the intermediate node: LSRC receives the RSVP PATH message and examines ERO contained in it. It finds itself as a first entry and LSRD as a next entry in the ERO. LSRC finds a physical link directly connected to LSRD. Once the link is found, LSRC removes the subobject associated with itself from ERO and forward the RSVP PATH message along with updated ERO to LSRD. Updated ERO contains LSRD, LSRF, and LSRG.

LSRD examines the ERO in the incoming RSVP PATH message. LSRD finds next abstract node (i.e. LSRF) in the ERO and finds physical link connected to that abstract node. Once the link is found, LSRD updates the ERO by removing abstract node entry associated with it. LSRD sends the RSVP PATH message along with updated ERO to LSRF. At this point, the updated ERO contains LSRF and LSRG.
LSRF examines the ERO in the incoming RSVP PATH message. LSRF finds next abstract node (i.e. LSRG) in the ERO and finds physical link connected to that abstract node. Once the link is found, LSRD updates the ERO by removing abstract node entry associated with it. LSRF sends the RSVP PATH message along with updated ERO to LSRG. At this point, the updated ERO contains only LSRG.

(v) Processing the ERO object at the destination node: Once LSRG receives the RSVP PATH message; it finds itself as a last abstract node in the ERO. LSRG removes the ERO object and construct RSVP RESV message along with the LABEL object. The LABEL object carries label value. This RSVP RESV message is now transmitted to LSRF.

(vi) LSP setup: Once LSRF receives the RSVP RESV message, it extracts the label value from LABEL object and populates in its routing table. LSRF assigns new label value in the LABEL object and sends the RSVP RESV message to LSRD. Similar functions are followed at LSRD, LSRC, and LSRA. Once the RSVP RESV message is received at LSRA, the LSP is established for the explicit route from LSRA to LSRG.

4.1.2.2 CR-LDP

As discussed in Section 1, the LDP LABEL REQUEST messages and the LDP LABEL MAPPING messages are used to assign labels to the LSRs across LSP. In order to establish forwarding state along the explicit route, the CR-LDP supports Explicit Route (ER) object in the LABEL REQUEST message. The ER object contains explicit route, which needs to be followed by the LABEL REQUEST message. The characteristics of the ER object is similar to the ERO object discussed in RSVP-TE. The ER object is a TLV inside the LABEL REQUEST message and it contains explicit routes in the form of subobjects or abstract nodes.

Let's look at how CR-LDP establishes the MPLS forwarding state along the explicit route using the following Figure 4-2.
The whole process of establishing forwarding state can be effectively explained in six easy steps, which are listed below.

(i) Construction of ER: LSRA constructs ER object that contains explicit path from LSRA to LSRG. ER contains abstract node entries. Each abstract node consists of 32 bits IP address of each LSR along the explicit path. Therefore, in our example, the ER contains four abstract nodes i.e. LSRC, LSRD, LSRF, and LSRG.

(ii) Construction of the LABEL REQUEST message: LSRA builds the LABEL REQUEST message and includes the constructed ER object in it.

(iii) Processing the ER object at the source node: Now, before sending the LDP REQUEST message, LSRA examines the ER object that it has built in step (i). LSRA finds that the first entry (i.e. subobject or abstract node) in the ER is LSRC. LSRA finds the physical link/interface connected to the LSRC and forwards the LDP REQUEST message on the link connected to the LSRC.

Figure 4-2. LSP Setup using CR-LDP
(iv) Processing the ER object at the intermediate node: LSRC receives the LABEL REQUEST message and examines the ER object contained in it. It finds itself as a first entry and LSRD as a next entry in the ER object. LSRC finds a physical link directly connected to the LSRD. Once link is found, the LSRC removes the abstract node associated with itself from the ER object and forwards the LABEL REQUEST message along with the updated ER object to the LSRD. The updated ER contains LSRD, LSRF, and LSRG.

LSRD examines the ER in the incoming LABEL REQUEST message. LSRD finds next abstract node (i.e. LSRF) in the ER and finds physical link connected to that abstract node. Once the link is found, LSRD updates the ER by removing abstract node entry associated with it. LSRD sends the LABEL REQUEST message along with the updated ER to the LSRF. At this point, the updated ER contains LSRF and LSRG.

LSRF examines the ER contained in the incoming LABEL REQUEST message. LSRF finds next abstract node (i.e. LSRG) in the ER and finds physical link connected to that abstract node. Once the link is found, LSRD updates the ER by removing abstract node entry associated with it. LSRF sends the LABEL REQUEST message along with the updated ER to the LSRG. At this point, the updated ER contains only LSRG.

(v) Processing the ER object at the destination node: Once LSRG receives the LABEL REQUEST message, it finds itself as a last abstract node in the ER. LSRG removes the ER object and construct the LABEL MAPPING message along with the LABEL object. The LABEL object carries label value. This LABEL MAPPING message is now transmitted to the LSRF.

(vi) LSP setup: Once LSRF receives the LABEL MAPPING message, it extracts the label value from the LABEL object and populates in its routing table. LSRF assigns new label value in the LABEL object and sends the LABEL MAPPING message to the LSRD. Similar functions are followed at LSRD, LSRC, and LSRA. Once the LABEL MAPPING message is received at the LSRA, the LSP is established for the explicit route from LSRA to LSRG.
4.1.2.3 Comparison of CR-LDP and RSVP-TE

[i] LSP Establishment Method
Both, CR-LDP and RSVP-TE, use ordered LSP setup method to establish the LSP in the MPLS domain. Ordered LSP setup method requires LSP establishment initiated from either ingress LSR or egress LSR and propagates to the other end of the LSP. In the CR-LDP and the RSVP-TE, the ingress LSR initiates establishment of the LSP along the explicit route.

[ii] Resource Reservation
RSVP already supports resource reservation along the LSP. The RSVP-TE adds functionality of establishing the LSP along the explicit route and label assignment. The initial LDP protocol definitions neither supported the resource reservation nor supported the establishment of LSP along the explicit route. However, the CR-LDP supports both functions.

[iii] Scalability
CR-LDP is a hard state protocol. This means that the information is exchanged during the LSP establishment time and then no additional information is exchanged until the LSP is not required. In other words, no information exchange is required to make certain that connection between two peers is active or not. Once it is determined that LSP is no longer needed, messages are exchanged between network nodes to reclaim resources. Therefore, minimum bandwidth and CPU resources are held to operate CR-LDP protocol.
RSVP-TE is a soft state protocol. This means that once the LSP establishment is over, RSVP refresh messages must be sent periodically between peers to make certain that connection is still alive. If RSVP refresh messages are not exchanged then the network nodes terminate the connections, delete the LSP, and release the resources. Significant efforts were made to minimize the RSVP refresh traffic by aggregating the RSVP refresh messages. Also, RSVP creates independent micro flow for each application in the network. Therefore, it was believed that RSVP-TE does not provide scalability because many thousands or more micro flows are required in big ISP networks. Several efforts were made to aggregate micro flows to minimize scalability issue. However, scalability issue is not completely solved. Also, due to RSVP refresh messages, more bandwidth requirement and CPU resources are needed to process additional refresh traffic.

[iv] Security and Reliability

CR-LDP uses TCP/IP to communicate between LDP peers (except for discovery messages because LDP uses UDP). The TCP/IP offers reliable and secure connection between the LDP peers. Also, the TCP/IP offers timely error notification in case a communication problem occurs between the LDP peers. The timely error notification will help to ensure proper and prompt action. As a result, the peer LSR can perform immediate recovery actions by initiating required LDP messages.

RSVP-TE uses UDP/IP to communicate between peers. The UDP/IP connection is less secure and less reliable than TCP/IP. Also, the connection failure between peers can only be detected when a peer stops receiving RSVP refresh message. Since RSVP refresh message interval is varied from seconds to minutes, the connection failure detection is not immediate and depends on RSVP refresh interval.

[v] Route Pinning
Route Pinning is an ability to force the established LSP to stay in place after setup. Once the LSP is forced to stay in place, it should not be rerouted by preemption. In CR-LDP, the route pinning can only take place at setup time since CR-LDP does not exchange any information after LSP establishment time. In RSVP-TE, the route pinning can take place at any time by modifying RSVP PATH message because the refresh messages are periodically sent to maintain reservation status.

4.2 Various Traffic Engineering Solutions

Does MPLS really solve the traffic engineering problem? This is a very important question as each ISP is looking for an alternative to achieve true traffic engineering solution. As we discussed earlier in this section, the main problem of traffic engineering is to make sure that the network utilization is optimum and none of the links in the network remain underutilized or overutilized. If one segment in the network goes overutilized then it contributes to congestion, which is experienced by customer as delay in online transactions. At the same time the underutilized link is considered as lost in revenues for ISPs. Therefore, the ISP wants to efficiently use the available bandwidth of the network in order to minimize congestion and reduce operational costs to win the race in the competitive business market. The solution to the problem of traffic engineering is to use effective routing mechanisms in the network. Service provider can route the traffic evenly in the network; thus avoiding over utilization of the network segment while the other network segment is underutilized.

4.2.1 Traffic Engineering Solution based on ATM Overlay Model

The overlay solution uses ATM or Frame Relay infrastructure at core and IP at the edge. The ATM and Frame Relay switches are used in the core of a network while the IP routers are used as edge nodes. Therefore, the ISP is using the routing functions provided by ATM or Frame Relay based virtual circuits in the core. The following Figure 4-3 shows physical and logical layout of overlay model.
As per above Figure 4-3, the physical layout of the network contains layer 2 switches in the core and layer 3 routers at the edge. However, logically from the IP or layer 3 perspective, this is a mesh topology where each router is just at one hop distance to the other router. Now, let’s look at an example of how routing capability of ATM switches can solve traffic engineering problem. The following Figure 4-4 is a very well known “fish” like topology.
In the above Figure 4-4, the RA, RB, and RC are routers while SA, SB, SC, SD, and SE are either ATM or Frame Relay switches. All the network links have same capacity. The traffic originated from router RA and RB are going to router RC. The capacity of traffic from RA to RC and RB to RC is less than the available capacity of network links. To achieve traffic engineering by equally utilizing all links of the network, two virtual circuits are created in network to carry the traffic from RA to RC and RB to RC. Virtual circuit between RA and RC takes the path: RA-SA-SB-SC-SE-RC, while the virtual circuit between RB and RC takes the path: RA-SA-SD-SE-RC. As a result, traffic from RA to RC and RB to RC takes different routes in the core network made up of ATM or Frame Relay switches. In this example, the traffic is evenly distributed over the network links and there is no over-utilization of any network link. Even though the layer 2 solution looks satisfactory, it has some problems due to which this solution is not convincing to the ISPs. Here are some problems associated with this solution:

- Due to fixed ATM cell size, long data packets can not be accommodated into a single ATM cell. Therefore, more ATM cells are required to fit in the long data packets. More ATM cells means more overhead processing and more bandwidth requirements.

- ATM/Frame Relay switches in the core changes the layer 3 router topology into mesh topology. The existing IP routing protocol does not scale well in mesh topology.

- The ATM/Frame Relay switches are expensive than IP routers. One of the goals of MPLS is to reduce network equipment costs by bringing the power of layer 2 switching by using layer 3 devices such as routers. Since ATM/Frame Relay switches are expensive compare to routers, network designers want to avoid using them to keep the equipment cost as low as possible.

- When ATM/Frame Relay switches are used in the core and the IP routers are used at the edge, the network support team needs to support two networks in the real time. With the two networks in place, the network management becomes very complex and extra training/operational activities are involved to manage the network.
4.2.2 Traffic Engineering Solution based on IP Routing

In the current IP infrastructure, the routing is based on destination based routing mechanism where each router of the network examines the destination IP address of the packet and forwards it to the next hop. Also, the routing protocols being used by the traditional IP infrastructure are OSPF, RIP, and BGP. These protocols use shortest path algorithm, which is based on the fewest number of hops in the network topology and does not count on the bandwidth of the network. Therefore, many links in the network goes underutilized. In order to use all unused or underutilized links of the network, the load-balancing approach or equal cost multi-path routing are used. But, in some cases the equal cost multi-path approach does not work either.

To understand the problems with existing routing operations, we analyze a very basic network topology as shown in the Figure 4-5 below.

![Figure 4-5. Layer 3 TE Solution Example 1](image-url)
As per the above figure, all routers are connected with OC-3 links (155.52 Mbps) except the routers C and E, and routers D and G, which are connected with OC-12 links (622.08 Mbps). The traffic initiated at network NET1 and NET2 are destined for NET3. Router A sends 100 Mbps traffic to router G. Router B sends 100 Mbps traffic to router G. Total traffic received by router C is 200 Mbps. Now, this 200 Mbps traffic is required to be routed to router G across the shortest path computed based on the minimum hop count from router C to router G. The shortest path based on the minimum hop count is C-D-G. Therefore, the router C will send all 200 Mbps traffic over the path C-D-G. The links on the path C-D-G will be congested because they can support a maximum of 155.52 Mbps (here we are not considering the overhead traffic from OC-3 headers). At the same time, the links on the path C-E-F-G are not utilized either. Therefore, the shortest path based on minimum hop count will not work in this case.

The routing protocols allow using administrative distance to set metrics, regardless of hop counts, of the link in such a way that the traffic can be routed to different paths. The administrative distance is a feature that routers are using in order to decide best path when more than one route is available to destination. Also, there is a default administrative distance value associated with each routing protocol. The reason behind having different administrative distance for different routing protocol is that if in case a router receives route information from two different routing protocols then the router will choose the route information from the routing protocol with lower administrative distance. The administrative distance can be modified, if needed. In the following Table 4-1, the default administrative distance value for some known routing protocols used in Cisco routers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing Protocol</th>
<th>Default Administrative Distance Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIGRP Summary route</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal EIGRP</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apart from the routing protocol, the administrative distance value of zero ("0") is assigned to the port or interface directly connected to the router and administrative distance value of 1 is assigned to the static route provided in the routing table. Based on the above default settings, if router receives route information to the same destination from OSPF and RIP, the router will select information from OSPF since it has lower administrative distance than RIP. The administrative distance can be changed in order to let the router pick the route information from intended routing protocol.

In the following Figure 4-6, we have changed the administrative distance to modify the link metrics in such a way that the best path will be C-E-F-G instead of C-D-G.

![Figure 4-6. Layer 3 TE Solution Example 2](image)

We still have the links on the path C-E-F-G to be congested.

The other alternative we can think about is to distribute or share the traffic between router C and G over two paths: C-E-F-G and C-D-G, as shown in the following Figure 4-7.
Let's assume that router A is planning to send 200 Mbps traffic to router G and router B is planning to send 300 Mbps traffic to router G. In this case, the router C will receive total of 500 Mbps traffic, which needs to be distributed or shared over two paths to G. The path C-E-F-G will be required to transport 250 Mbps and the path C-D-G will be required to transport 250 Mbps. One or more links on both paths will be congested. So, no matter how hard the network engineer tries, there are always possibilities of some links get overutilized or congested while the other links are underutilized. Also, as network deployed in the field is very complex since there are so many routers and links involved. As a result, there are greater chances of over utilization or underutilization of some part of the network. The main reason why IP can't solve the traffic engineering problem is that it does not consider the available bandwidth as part of best path algorithm.

4.2.3 Traffic Engineering Solution based on MPLS
The MPLS uses constraint-based routing in order to support effective traffic engineering. With the use of constraint-based routing, the explicit path is developed without violating a required constraint. The very well known constraint is bandwidth so that congestion in the network can be avoided and the traffic can be flowed with optimum use of the network links. The MPLS provides most of the functionality provided by the overlay model which we discussed under Layer 2 solution. The functionality of overlay model is provided in an integrated manner with lower cost than currently available competitive solutions.

4.2.3.1 Traffic Trunks

MPLS provides traffic engineering by supporting routing of aggregated traffic rather than individual traffic flow. This aggregation of traffic is called “Traffic Trunks”.

The following are some characteristics of the traffic trunk:

- Traffic trunk is an aggregation of traffic or individual traffic flows or micro flows.
- Traffic in the traffic trunk traverses through the same common path.
- Traffic in a given traffic trunk belongs to the same class of service.
- Traffic trunks are routable objects.
- Traffic trunk is unidirectional in nature. In the case when traffic between two nodes in the supplier’s network needs to be routed in both directions, two unidirectional traffic trunks can be used. One traffic trunk going from source node to destination node is called forward trunk while the other going from destination node to source node is called backward trunk. So, these two trunks are associated with each other and they can not operate without each other. The association of these trunks is called Bidirectional Traffic Trunk (BTT). If one trunk in the BTT dies, the other dies automatically.
- Each traffic trunk has various attributes associated with it. The traffic trunk attributes are parameters which are assigned to that traffic trunk and influence trunk’s behavior.
The common path is also known as a label switched path within a provider. The trunks are considered as routable objects that are traversed through the LSPs. In this manner, the traffic trunks are similar to the virtual circuits provided by ATM and Frame Relay network. The LSP used by traffic in a given traffic trunk can be different in different provider’s domain.

How many traffic trunks are required in the provider’s network depends on provider’s network topology and not on how much amount of traffic the provider has to carry through his network. Since all the traffic in a given traffic trunk is forwarded along the same path, the concept of traffic trunk removes the relation between the traffic and the forwarding state plus the control traffic associated to develop the forwarding state. As a result, increase in the traffic in the provider’s network also increases the amount of traffic in the traffic trunk but does not increase number of traffic trunks in the provider’s network. On the contrary, routing the traffic using individual micro flow increases the amount of forwarding state and the control traffic required to establish the forwarding state. In addition, as traffic grows, the control traffic and forwarding states will contribute to the higher bandwidth requirement and higher overhead in the network. So, the routing based on traffic trunk scales well compare to individual flow.

Here are some of the basic operations carried over on a Traffic Trunk:

- **Establishment**: To create an instance of traffic trunk.
- **Activation**: To cause a traffic trunk to transport traffic.
- **Deactivation**: To cause a traffic trunk to stop transporting traffic.
- **Modification of Attributes**: To cause an attribute of a traffic trunk to be modified.
- **Reroute of Trunk**: To cause a traffic trunk to change its route in case of link failure that carries a traffic trunk.
- **Destroy**: To destroy an instance of traffic trunk and release all resources associated with that traffic trunk.

The following are the traffic trunk attributes:
Traffic parameter attributes: These attributes capture the characteristics of the FEC of the traffic. Some of the characteristics are average rates, peak rates, and permissible burst size. These parameters are important since they provide resource requirements of the traffic trunk. Resource requirements very important to achieve traffic engineering.

- Policing attributes: The policing attributes monitor traffic, control traffic, and ensure that only valid traffic enters into the ingress node. It is desirable by many network operators to police at the ingress node to achieve service level agreements. Therefore, from administrative perspective, policing attributes are important for traffic trunk.

- Generic path selection and maintenance attributes: These attributes define rules to select the path or route taken by a traffic trunk as well as rules to maintain the paths that are already established. As we know the path or route can be established by use of underlying routing protocols or by administrator. If certain resources are required then the path selection is based on constraint-based routing algorithm. If there are no specific resource requirements then path selection is based on topology driven protocols such as IGP.

Priority attributes: These attributes are used to define the relative importance of the traffic trunks. It identifies which traffic trunk is at higher priority than the other traffic trunk. These attributes are very important in the constraint-based routing because they determine the order in which the path selection procedure is done for the traffic trunk establishment time or when the fault occurs in the network and the traffic trunk needs to be routed to other available path.

Preemption attributes: The preemption attributes determine whether a traffic trunk preempts another traffic trunk or not. These attributes are very important since they ensure that higher priority traffic trunks can always be routed through desired paths. There are four preempt modes available for traffic trunk:

(i) Preemptor enabled: Traffic trunk with preemptor enabled mode turned on can preempt lower priority traffic trunks with preemptable mode.
(ii) Non-preemptor: Traffic trunk with non-preemptor mode turned on can not preempt any other traffic trunks.

(iii) Preemptable: Traffic trunk with preemptable mode turned on can be preemptable by any other higher priority traffic trunks.

(iv) Non-preemptable: Traffic trunk with non-preemptable mode turned on can not be preemptable by any other traffic trunks.

Resilience attributes: Once the fault condition is observed in the network, the resilience attributes detect the fault, notify the failure condition, recover the failure condition, and restore the services.

With the introduction of traffic trunk concepts, few problems are developed.

First problem is to determine how to measure the bandwidth of a particular traffic trunk.

Second problem is how to forward the traffic trunk over LSP.

There are various ways to achieve solution to the first problem. One of the solutions is to consider that the traffic trunk requires zero bandwidth. Then, run the constraint based routing to route that traffic trunk and the amount of traffic that traffic trunk supposed to carry on to the LSP. Now, measure the total data rate flowing on to that LSP to find out the bandwidth requirement for that traffic trunk. Once the bandwidth of all of the traffic trunks is known, it is important to make sure that the link, which will carry all these traffic trunks, should have more bandwidth than the total bandwidth of all the traffic trunks. Once this bandwidth constraint is met, it is also important to instruct which network links will carry the traffic trunks. In order to meet this constraint, “colors” can be associated with each link in the network. The color information of a particular link can be carried by the attributes associated with that link. Once the colors are assigned to each link, the traffic trunk can be instructed to avoid certain colors or to take only certain colors while traversing through the network. So, these constraints can be used while calculating the path in order to make sure that none of the required constraints is violated.

Forwarding Traffic Trunk over LSP
The second problem is how to forward the traffic trunk over an LSP. MPLS provides a mapping of LSP to the FEC to be local at the LSR. The aggregated traffic of a traffic trunk is usually assigned an FEC. Therefore, the ability to forward the traffic trunk over the LSP is local to the LSR. This LSR is usually a head end LSR since the constraint based routing requires head end LSR to set up LSP. A slightly modified version of shortest path first algorithm can be used to forward the traffic trunk over LSP. With plain SPF, the shortest path tree is developed and it provides outgoing interface and next hop information. The slight modification to this algorithm is to check whether the new node added to the tree is a tail end of the LSP or not. If it is a tail end of the LSP then that node is used as a "logical" outgoing interface to the destination of the traffic trunk in that network. One important assumption is made here which indicates that LSPs should be pre-established using constraint based routing. To see how the modified version of the SPF is working, let's look at the following Figure 4-8.

![Figure 4-8. Traffic Trunk Mapping to LSPs](image-url)
As per the above Figure 4-8, two LSPs, LSP1 and LSP2, are established using constraint based routing algorithm. So, for LSR-A, the "logical" outgoing interface to network connected to LSR-D is LSP1 and the "logical" outgoing interface to network connected to LSR-F is LSP2. In other words, for LSR-A, the network connected to LSR-D is reachable via LSP1 and the network connected to LSR-F is reachable via LSP2. Once LSR-A starts to build its shortest path tree, it uses the plain SFP algorithm until it finds the LSR-D. As soon as it adds LSR-D in its tree, LSR-A realizes that the LSR-D is a tail end of the LSP1. Therefore, LSR-A makes the LSP1 as a "logical" outgoing interface for all of the networks reachable via LSR-D. If there is any other router connected to LSR-E then also the LSR-A considers LSP1 as a "logical" outgoing interface for all of the networks reachable via LSR-E. Similarly, the LSR-A makes the LSP2 as a "logical" outgoing interface for all of the networks reachable via LSR-F. This way, when a traffic trunk is entering at LSR-A and has to reach to LSR-E then the LSR-A will instruct this traffic trunk to take LSP1 in order to reach to LSR-E. Similarly, all the traffic trunks destined for LSR-F will take LSP2. Traffic destined for the other LSRs will be forwarded using the shortest path tree routing table which is built by using standard IGP processes.
5 Introduction: ATM and Frame Relay

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Frame Relay (FR) are Layer 2 technology used in Wide Area Networks (WAN). Since the ATM and FR are very much deployed for WAN, it is sometimes required that the MPLS packet may need to pass through the ATM network at some point. Also, ATM and FR provide connection oriented services along with good QoS and TE functions. On the other side, IP is a connection less but more flexible so that it is widely used in corporate networks and public internet. MPLS combines the flexibility of IP and connection oriented approach from ATM and FR. Due to its unique architecture, MPLS is seemed to be considered as an efficient network core technology. However, the migrations of all core technologies to MPLS are not feasible overnight and require some time. Therefore, carrying MPLS traffic over ATM or FR is an essential thing to achieve complete WAN solution. Both ATM and FR carry the data from source to destination in some kind of virtual circuits.

We have seen in the previous sections that when the IP routers are connected to the ATM cloud or ATM backbone, they create a logical mesh network of IP routers where each router is only next hop distance. However, this creates a scaling problem. Therefore, when IP is overlaid on ATM network, if ATM switches that creates the ATM backbone run both ATM and IP protocols then the scaling problem is reduced a lot. Similarly, there is a need for the ATM switch to run MPLS protocol in order to transport user data. However, there are some major issues on how to transport MPLS packet using layer 2 (ATM or FR) delivery methods. Some of the issues are MPLS labels encoding to ATM or FR header, TTL processing, and support of MPLS label stack.

5.1 Main Forwarding Components for ATM and FR

Before we analyze how the issues related to MPLS and ATM/FR interoperation are resolved, it is important to know some of the major components of ATM and FR that are being considered to support MPLS.
5.1.1 Forwarding Unit

ATM: ATM uses small fixed size cell of 53 bytes (3 bytes for header + 48 bytes for data) to transport traffic. ATM was mainly developed to solve the problem of mapping of circuit-switched and packet-switched networks. Both circuit-switched traffic and packet-switched traffic is mapped to a cell. The ATM cell avoids jitter problem due to its fixed-size structure. The cell transmission is asynchronous. The Figure 5-1 shows ATM cell and header details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generic Flow Control*</td>
<td>Virtual Path Identifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Path Identifier</td>
<td>Virtual Channel Identifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Channel Identifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Channel Identifier</td>
<td>Payload Type ID</td>
<td>CLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head Error Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Generic Flow Control is only used in UNI only
CLP = Cell Loss Priority

Figure 5-1. ATM Cell Header

FR: FR uses variable size units called "frame" to transport data from one end point to the other end point in the given WAN. FR is based on packet-switched technology. If FR observes an erroneous frame, it drops the bad frame rather than correcting the error. The error checking and corrections is left to the end points. The Figure 5-2 shows FR header and details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLCI</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>DLCI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DLCI = Data Link Connection Identifier
C/R = Command/Response
EA = Address Extension
FECN = Forward Explicit Congestion Notification
BECN = Backward Explicit Congestion Notification
DE = Discard Eligibility

Figure 5-2. Frame Relay Frame Header

5.1.2 Virtual Circuit Hierarchies
**ATM:** The ATM cell has a unique label assigned to it which is called virtual circuit. ATM set up virtual circuits between two end nodes. These virtual circuits are made up of several physical circuits across the network. These virtual circuits are identified by means of Virtual Path Identifiers (VPI) and Virtual Channel Identifiers (VCI). The VCI defines Virtual Connection (VC). VC session is used to transmit data across ATM network in unidirectional way. The VPI defines the Virtual Path (VP). VP session is used to transmit data between ATM peers in the network. The ATM virtual circuit mechanism has two multiplex hierarchies. The first multiplex level contains several VCIs multiplexed into a VPI. The second multiplex level contains several VPIs multiplexed into a physical interface. The combination of VCI and VPI identifies the virtual connection between two end nodes that use ATM network to transmit traffic. The VCI and VPI values can change as the cell travel through the ATM network. However, the virtual connections of two user sessions are unique in the ATM network.

Figure 5-3 shows a relationship of VCIs and VPIs. The VCIs under different VPIs can have same VC number.

![Figure 5-3. ATM Virtual Circuit Hierarchy](image)

When the MPLS traffic is carried over ATM, the MPLS label is mapped to the VPI and/or VCI values.

**FR:** The virtual circuit concept in FR is same as in ATM. However, instead of VPI and VCI, the FR has Data Link Connection Identifier (DLCI) value, which is used to identify the virtual circuits. The DLCI value is used to forward the packet in the FR network. The Figure 5-4 indicates relationship between virtual circuits and DLCIs.
When the MPLS traffic is carried over FR, the MPLS label is mapped to DLCI value.

5.1.3 Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVCs) and Switched Virtual Circuits (SVCs)

In both ATM and FR, the PVCs are setup on continuous bases while the SVCs are setup on an on-demand basis. The PVC, once setup, is always available to the user whether the user needs it or not. While the SVC is setup when the user needs it and is terminated when the user does not need it. In ATM, the VPI/VCI value is reserved to setup a PVC or SVC, while in FR; the DLCI value is reserved to setup a PVC or SVC.

5.2 MPLS Label Encoding in ATM and FR

The ATM switch has a “cross-connect” table, which has several entries just like routing table. Each entry consists of incoming port number and incoming VPI/VCI value to outgoing port number and outgoing VPI/VCI value number. This “cross-connect” table is similar to the LFIB (Label Forwarding Information Base) in the MPLS network. Therefore, if the MPLS label is encoded to the VPI/VCI value then the packet can easily be transmitted over the ATM. This mapping is only possible when the ATM switch is upgraded to support MPLS protocol. The ATM switch, which is upgraded (by means of software upgrade) to support MPLS, is called ATM-LSR. There are three methods for encoding MPLS label to ATM VPI/VCI fields: (i) SVC encoding, (ii) SVP encoding, and (iii) SVP multipoint encoding. The following Table 5-1 provides comparison of these three encoding methods.
**Table 5-1. MPLS Label Encoding Method for ATM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVC Encoding</th>
<th>SVP Encoding</th>
<th>SVP Multipoint Encoding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use both VPI and VCI fields to encode the MPLS label.</td>
<td>Use both VPI and VCI fields to encode the MPLS label.</td>
<td>Use both VPI and VCI fields to encode the MPLS label.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only the top label stack value is encoded into the VPI/VCI fields.</td>
<td>The top label stack value is encoded into the VPI field. The second label value in the label stack is encoded into the VCI field.</td>
<td>The top label stack value is encoded into the VPI field. The second label value in the label stack and the LSP ingress node is encoded into the VCI field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP is realized as ATM SVC and LDP is realized as ATM signaling protocol.</td>
<td>LSP is realized as ATM SVP and LDP is realized as ATM signaling protocol.</td>
<td>LSP is realized as ATM SVP and LDP is realized as ATM signaling protocol. Therefore, ATM VP switching is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM VP switching is not supported.</td>
<td>The VPI can be used to support ATM VP switching function at ATM-LSR.</td>
<td>The ATM VP switching is supported for multipoint-to-point VPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM-LSR can not perform the “push” or “pop” function on the label stack.</td>
<td>ATM-LSR at the egress of VP can do “pop” function on the label stack.</td>
<td>ATM-LSR at the egress of VP can do “pop” function on the label stack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This method can be used in any network.</td>
<td>This method can not be used in all networks because if ATM virtual path is passed through a non-MPLS network then the VPI field is not necessarily available.</td>
<td>This method can not be used in all networks because if ATM virtual path is passed through a non-MPLS network then the VPI field is not necessarily available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is a possibility that a router can receive a packet which is based on one encoding technique and the same packet is leaving the router with different encoding technique. MPLS architecture does support the packet that is received with a particular encoding technique but leaving the router with different label stack encoding technique. However, ATM switches do not support this interoperability of encoding technique. Therefore, when more than one ATM-LSR is consecutively involved to transmit packet then the same encoding technique should be used in all ATM-LSRs.

In FR, the label is directly mapped to the DLCI value. However, the FR switch does not support the label stack and Time To Leave (TTL) function that is provided by the MPLS packet.

5.2.1 Solution to TTL Processing

The ATM or FR switch forwards the cell or frame based on VPI/VCI (in ATM) or DLCI (in FR) values. When MPLS packet is encapsulated into the ATM cell, only top label and the one label below in the label stack are encoded into the VPI and VCI values. Similarly, the FR frame DLCI carries only top level label of the label stack. The TTL parameter of the MPLS shim header is very important since it is designed to prevent the packet from infinite loop. When a packet crosses one hop, the TTL value is decremented by one. If the TTL value becomes zero and the packet is not yet reached to the destination then it is believed that the packet is trapped into the loop and it is dropped from the network. However, the ATM or FR does not examine the TTL parameter of the shim header. Therefore, a shim header, which carries the TTL field, is directly inserted into ATM cell or FR frame after the VPI/VCI or DLCI field. Also, when the shim header is inserted into ATM cell or into FR frame (at ingress ATM-LSR or FR-LSR) or the MPLS packet is encapsulated into the ATM cell or FR frame, the TTL value is decremented by the number of hops in the LSP. As we have seen in the previous sections, the LDP protocol is responsible to count the number of hops of each LSP. At the egress ATM-LSR or FR-LSR, the ATM cell or FR frame is being de-capsulate to MPLS packet and the TTL value is now available during the further processing of
the packet. The processing of the MPLS packet over ATM backbone or FR backbone is quiet similar except that in the first one MPLS label is encoded into the VPI/VCI field while in the later one the MPLS label is encoded into the DLCI field. The following example shows the MPLS over FR scenario.

### 5.3 Example: MPLS over FR

Since MPLS brings the advantages of IP and ATM/FR into one package, it is quite obvious that there is a need to transport IP packet over MPLS network which uses ATM or FR as a delivery method. The following Figure 5-5 indicates two IP networks are connected with FR network in the core. The FR switches are updated to understand the MPLS packet and encapsulate the MPLS packet into a FR frame. Therefore, the switch that uses the underlying Layer 2 technology (i.e. Frame Relay) to transport MPLS packet is called as FR-LSR.

![Figure 5-5. IP/MPLS Packet over MPLS/FR Network](image)

As per the above Figure 5-5, A and E are IP routers of different IP domains. B, C, and D are FR-LSRs. Node B is also called as ingress FR-LSR and node D is also called as egress FR-LSR. The packet goes through the following steps while traveling from A to E.

Steps at ingress FR-LSR (node B):

Packet arrives at node B. Node B classifies the packet to particular FEC.

The LFIB is examined and a shim header is inserted before IP header. This shim header contains a label from the LFIB. If label stack is present then it will be inserted also.
- The TTL value in the IP packet is examined and included in the TTL field of the shim header. If there is a label stack then the TTL field is inserted into the shim header of the top label only.

- Node B knows the LSP hop count which was calculated by LDP in advance. The TTL value is decremented by the number of hop counts that particular LSP contains.

- The MPLS packet is handed over to the OSI layer 2 for FR encapsulation.

- FR encodes the top label into the DLCI number and a shim header with the decremented TTL value is added after DLCI field.

  The FR frame is sent to the node C.

Steps at intermediate FR-LSR (node C):

- The DLCI value of incoming packet and the incoming port is examined. Once the associated entry is found in the FR forwarding table and the outgoing DLCI/port combination is found, the FR frame is forwarded to that outgoing port.

Steps at egress FR-LSR (node D):

  When packet arrives at node D, the top label is popped.

  If there are other lower labels exist (i.e. label stack), the packet is forwarded to the next hop (i.e. node E) with proper encapsulation. If no label stack is present, the layer 3 information from the IP packet is used to forward the packet to appropriate destination or next hop.

  Before sending the packet to next hop, the TTL value is decremented appropriately.

  Packet is now sent to node E.
6 Introduction: MPLS Virtual Private Network

In layman’s term, the Virtual Private Network is a group of devices that are not bound to any physical limits and at the same time provides high grade data security to the owner. The inception of any business starts with one location and then spreads out to various geographic locations across the country or across the world. If a company is located at one place then the local area network can be built and managed by imposing local policies. Also, the security is also tightly handled in such a local area network. When company spreads out to various geographic locations then the same level of security is warranted. One way to handle the network spread out to various geographic sites is to deploy leased lines and manage them. However, the companies want to cut the operational costs so they started using the public network links. Some companies went beyond this step and outsourced the operations of their entire network. It is very important to keep in mind that even though all the network operations are outsourced and the public links are used, the major expectation of an intact security is still remain. There are various backbone technologies available to provide VPN service. However, MPLS is expected to capture the major market because it addresses major issues like scalability and traffic engineering. MPLS provides better handling of these issues compared to layer 2 technologies like ATM and FR and layer 3 IP.

In order to provide security, the data is traveled through a secure tunnel called VPN tunnel. This tunnel encapsulates the data at the source end of the network and de-capsulates at the destination end of the network. While the data is traversing through the network, it can not be hacked, playback, or modified. Due to business demand, several organizations or companies tie with each other and make a group of organizations. In such cases, VPN is not only limited to make intersite connectivity but VPN is also used to connect group of organizations or companies. There are various topology options available to perform intersite or intercompany connectivity. Due to growing dynamic nature of the work, the employees also need to work remotely. The employees need to login into the company’s network in order to perform their work. Therefore, from usage perspective, two broad categories of VPN are observed: Site-to-Site
VPN and Remote Access VPN. The site-to-site VPN is where two sites of the company connect to each other by means of VPN. The remote access VPN is where the employees are working remotely by means of connecting to the company’s VPN network. The VPN mainly follows one of the following topologies:

Mesh topology

Hub-Spoke topology

Mix of Mesh and Hub-Spoke topologies

If the dedicated links are providing more secure private network then why to use the public network? Well, the main reason to use the public network is to reduce deployment cost, operational cost, and avoid complete mesh of leased lines. With the use of public network, the company’s data can be compromised. Therefore, the VPN concept has gained momentum because the VPN provides secure data connections.

Mesh Topology

In mesh topology, all VPN sites are connected to each other. For mesh topology, if public network is used for the VPN links between sites, then the number of connections per site and the number of dedicated links are lesser than the dedicated links between sites. Less number of dedicated links and the less number of connections per site means less operational cost.

![Figure 6-1. VPN Mesh Topology](image-url)
As per the Figure 6-1 (A), for 6 sites, the connections per site is 30. The number of dedicated links is 15. However, this is the private network which is completely owned and managed by the company. If the public network (i.e. ISP) is used then for \( n \) sites, the number of connections per site is always 1. As per the Figure 6-1 (B), for 6 sites, the connection per site is 1. The number of dedicated links is 6.

**Hub-Spoke Topology**

In hub-spoke topology, one site is considered as a hub and all the other sites are considered as spokes. All spoke sites are connected to hub site. There is no connectivity between two spoke sites. If the dedicated links are used then again the number of connections per hub site is higher than if public network is used.

![Hub-Spoke Topology](image)

**Figure 6-2. VPN Hub-Spoke Topology**

As per the Figure 6-2 (A), the number of connections per hub site is 5 while as per Figure 6-2 (B), the number of connection per hub site is 1.

**Partial Mesh Topology**

The following Figure 6-3 illustrates the partial mesh topology.

![Partial Mesh Topology](image)
Figure 6-3. VPN Partial Mesh Topology

As per Figure 6-3 (A), the number of connections per hub site is 3, per site #2 is 2, and per site #6 is 2.

As per Figure 6-3 (B), the number of connections per hub site, site #2, and site #6 can be reduced to 1 if public network is used.

VPN brings several benefits to the big and distributed organizations. Some of them are listed below:

- No need to reserve a public routable IP address. The non-routable private IP addresses are used at the routers that are part of VPN. (The non-routable private IP addresses are: 10.0.0.0 through 10.255.255.255, 172.16.0.0 through 172.31.255.255, 192.168.0.0 through 192.168.255.255)
- Provides higher security while using public network links.
- Provides geographically diverse sites to interconnect.
- Reduces operational costs compared to traditional WAN.
- Allows to hire more remote employees; thus, reducing overhead costs associated with remote employees.
- Allows company to grow globally.
- Allows company to certain complex network topologies such as the mesh topology.

6.1 VPN Models

There are two well known VPN models: Overlay Model and Peer Model. Each model is used for different purposes and has its own pros and cons.

6.1.1 Overlay VPN Model
The overlay model is based on Layer 2 technologies such as ATM or FR. Sometimes, the point to point dedicated links are also used. Basically, in the overlay model with ATM, FR, or leased line as backbone, each site has the gateway device which is connected to the other sites by means of ATM circuits, FR circuits, or leased lines. The gateway device is also called Customer Edge (CE) device. The network of CE devices and the links connecting the CE devices is called virtual backbone. This virtual backbone provides connection between the sites. The virtual backbone is mostly lying on top of the VPN service provider’s network. The service provider’s network is made up of Service Provider Edge (PE) device and Service Provider (P) device. The reason this model is called overlay model because the IP traffic from each site is transmitted though the ATM/FR virtual circuits or tunnel in the core. The virtual circuit or tunnel is built between CE to CE. The VPN service provider does not have any knowledge of the addressing scheme associated with the VPN customer because Layer 3 routing information is not exchanged between CE and PE routers. The forwarding of the customer traffic is done by means of ATM VPI/VCI values or FR DLCI values and not by the IP routing information. Therefore, the overlay model is also known as CE-CE model.

![Diagram of VPN Overlay Model](image)

Figure 6-4. VPN Overlay Model

Some of the examples of overlay VPNs are those which are built using the following tunnels between CE devices:

- FR virtual circuits
- ATM virtual circuits
- IPSec tunnels
- GRE tunnels

Issues with Overlay VPN Model

(i) Management of Virtual Backbone: In overlay model, the VPN customer is responsible to configure all CE routers at different sites in order to establish virtual backbone connections between all sites. The operational maintenance of CEs requires a separate and dedicated staff with certain amount of expertise in IP routing and switching. If company requires proper QoS treatment and/or some traffic engineering functions then the staff should be able to make sure that the services to the company is met according to the demand. This becomes very challenging sometimes since multiple skills are required to meet company’s growing needs.

(ii) VPN service cost: The other alternative to the management of virtual backbone problem is that if VPN service provider manages the virtual backbone for each company. However, this becomes very challenging for VPN service provider in case if they need to manage thousands of virtual backbones. Also, when VPN service provider needs to maintain so many virtual backbones, eventually it increases cost of the VPN services.

(iii) Scalability: If VPN customer has hundreds of sites and all sites are connected with complete mesh topology then the routing adjacencies is a problem. Each router in the overlay VPN model considers other routers as directly connected or directly adjacent to it because the ATM or FR switches are invisible at layer 3. Therefore, any update in the network topology will result in a router to send updates (or routing information) to its neighbors. Therefore, adding one more site will require configuration updates on all other sites as well as in a topology change events each router will exchange routing information. At some point, the routing information traffic overloads the router and directly impacts the performance of the routers. Therefore, the overlay model is not considered as a scalable approach.
6.1.2 Peer VPN Model

The peer model is mainly composed of CE, PE, and P routers. Unlike overlay model, the VPN customer does not need to maintain the virtual backbone. The service provider backbone network will be used to provide VPN services to the VPN customer. In peer model, the CE routers are directly interfacing to the PE routers. The PE routers are connected via P routers in the core network. The following Figure 6-5 indicates the peer model for VPN.

![Figure 6-5. VPN Peer Model](image)

The PE devices are aware of the network addressing scheme of the VPN customer. The customer data traffic is routed according to the VPN customer network addressing schemes. The PE router and CE router exchange route information with each other. One PE router can be connected to more than one CE routers. Also, PE router can be connected to CE routers of more than one VPN customer. Unlike overlay model, the CE routers at different sites of a VPN customer are not directly adjacent to each other. Therefore, there is no routing adjacencies issue as we discussed in overlay model. The main reason to call this VPN model as peer model is because from routing perspective, the customer network is peering with the service provider network. The RIP, OSPF, BGP, or static routing is used for routing information exchange between CE and PE routers. For routing information exchange between two PE routers or between PE and P routers are done by MP-BGP or IGRP.
MPLS can be used as a core tunneling protocol in overlay model as well as a peer model. However, the peer model is mostly deployed using MPLS and BGP in the core service provider’s network in order to overcome the issues related to overlay model. Very well known MPLS VPN example is BGP/MPLS Layer 3 VPN, where BGP is used to distribute routing information and MPLS is used as a forwarding mechanism from one PE router to the other PE router.

**Solutions to overlay model related issues**

(i) Management of Virtual Backbone: In peer model, the VPN services are provided by the service provider. The customer does not have to worry about end to end connectivity. VPN customer configures the PE and P routers and connects to the VPN customer network. The VPN customer does not need to worry about how their CE router at one site will establish and maintain connectivity with all other CE routers at other sites. This reduces the operational costs to the VPN customer. Also, the peer model allows the VPN service provider to provide services to diverse customers without knowledge of IP routing.

(ii) VPN service cost: Once the service provider’s core network is established, it can accommodate any type of VPN customer. Unlike overlay model, the core network technology is not dependent on VPN customer. The VPN service provider needs to maintain core network and update the capacity of network in case more VPN customers are required to be handled. Adding one more site (i.e. one more CE router) in the VPN customer network will require configuration changes in the directly connected PE router only and not in any other CE routers. Since there are not so many complexities involved in regular maintenance and operational activities, the VPN service cost to the customer is less compared to overlay approach.

(iii) Scalability: In peer model, the problem related to routing adjacencies does no longer exist because all CE routers of a particular VPN customer are peered with PE routers and not with the other CE routers. Routing information is exchanged between directly connected CE and PE routers only.
Even though the “peer” model looks more suitable since it addresses some of the very critical issues related to “overlay” model, the selection of VPN model is completely based on several factors which are described later in this section.

6.2 VPN Tunnel

As we have discussed before, the VPN tunnels are used to provide secure data communication between customer sites. VPN tunnels can be setup between CE routers or between PE routers. Based on where the VPN tunnels are setup, the VPN is identified as PE-based VPNs (where VPN tunnel is setup between PE routers) or CE-based VPNs (where VPN tunnel is setup between CE routers). Some of the basic requirements of tunnel are as follows:

- it provides a virtual connection between sites.
- it provides scalability so that growth in VPN numbers can be accommodated easily.
- it provides security of data inside the VPN network so that one VPN customer can not have access to the data of the other VPN customer.

Sometimes the tunnel does not support encryption or authentication because the service provider takes care of the security of the data. The VPN type in which the VPN customer trusts the VPN service provider for the data integrity and security is called Trusted VPN. The VPNs with Frame Relay, ATM, or BGP/MPLS backbone are examples of Trusted VPN. When a VPN is setup in such a way that the customer data is encrypted and authenticated over the service provider’s network then this type of VPN is called Secure VPNs. VPN with IPSec tunnel provisioned is called Secure VPN. MPLS LSP is also called VPN tunnel because it encapsulates the IP traffic and transmits to destination. The following are different VPN tunnel types:

[1] Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)


[4] Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol version 3 (L2TPv3)
[5] MPLS

The MPLS tunnel provides optimum support for all of the VPN tunnel requirements. The following section provides brief information of all VPN tunnel types and focuses on the preference of MPLS VPN tunnel over other tunnel types.

[1] Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE): GRE tunnels are established between CE devices in a VPN network. The GRE tunnel is developed to transport multi protocol traffic between CE devices of a given VPN. When any multi-protocol traffic is required to be tunneled using GRE, a GRE header is added to that packet resulting in GRE packet. Now this GRE packet is again encapsulated in some other protocol for delivery over VPN network. The following Figure 6-6 shows the packet with the GRE header.

![GRE Header Diagram]

**Figure 6-6. GRE Header**

GRE tunnel provides only encapsulation and does not offer any security in terms of encryption. However, GRE provides some level of authentication. GRE tunnel does not explicitly offer the multiplexing of traffic, however, there is an extension on the GRE tunnel protocol that introduces a new field called key field in the GRE header. This key field can be used to provide multiplexing capability in GRE tunnel. So, the different traffic flow within a GRE tunnel can be assigned different key field information. All the traffic flows with different key fields can be routed over the same GRE tunnel, thus, providing multiplexing support in GRE tunnel.
[2] Internet Protocol-Internet Protocol (IP-IP): IP-IP tunnel is established between CE devices in a VPN network. The IP-IP tunnel is developed to transport IP only traffic between CE devices of a given VPN. IP-IP tunnel encapsulates and IP packet (with its own IP header) by adding an additional new IP header. The following Figure 6-7 shows the packet with a new IP header.

| New IP Header | Old IP Header | Data |

**Figure 6-7. Data Packet with IP-IP Tunneling**

The packet is forwarded within the VPN network by means of the new IP header which provides address information of VPN entry point and VPN exit point. IP-IP tunnel does not provide multiplexing or security capability. The service provider should use the IP access list feature on the routers to filter the IP packets in order to provide security capability in VPN.

[3] IP Security (IPSec): IPSec consists of a set of protocols to provide security services to the IP traffic. The IPSec tunnel is established by a router or a firewall, which is referred to as a security gateway. The IPSec tunnel can be established between pair of hosts, a host or a security gateway, or pair of security gateways. The security services are provided at layer 3. In VPN, the IPSec is usually built between CE devices. The IPSec contains mainly two protocols, Authentication Header (AH) protocol and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol, in order to provide security services to IP traffic. AH mainly provides connectionless integrity, data origin authentication mechanism, and anti-replay services, while ESP mainly provides encryption mechanism. The IPSec assigns security services (also known as "Security Association" (SA)) to individual tunnels.

The IPSec operates in two modes: transport mode and tunnel mode. The transport mode provides protection to the upper layer protocols such as TCP, ICMP, BGP, and UDP. In the tunnel mode, the protection is applied to the tunneled IP packets. As shown in the Figure 6-8, in transport mode, the IPSec security protocol header is added after IP header of the packet and before the higher layer protocol. While in the tunnel mode, new IP header is inserted into the packet and the IPSec security protocol header
appears after the new IP header and before the original IP header of the packet.

Figure 6-8. IPSec Transport Mode and Tunnel Mode

In order to provide authentication, integrity, and encryption services, the IPSec supports separate set of algorithms to put the cryptographic keys (that provides secret shared values between pair of machines) in place by using manual or automatic distribution methods. Some of the automatic key distribution methods are public key based approach (i.e. IKE) and Kerberos. While IPSec provides very good security features, it does not provide support for multiplexed flows and traffic engineering alternatives. Also, it does not provide any QoS support.

[4] Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol Version 3 (L2TPv3): The L2TPv3 tunnel carries the layer 2 protocols (such as ATM, Frame Relay, HDLS, PPP, Ethernet) over layer 3 VPN. Therefore, the L2TPv3 tunnel is used for layer 2 VPNs. The L2TPv3 uses two types of messages: control messages and data messages. The control messages are responsible to establish, maintain, and clear the tunnel while the data messages are responsible to encapsulate layer 2 frames over the tunnel. Control messages are supported with reliable delivery mechanism while the data messages are not using reliable service of L2TPv3. Therefore, when packet loss occurs, the control messages are resent, while data messages are dropped. The following Figure 6-9 shows the L2TPv3 header information.
Figure 6-9. L2TPv3 Header

The L2TPv3 header contains two required fields: Tunnel ID and Session ID. The Tunnel ID indicates an identifier for the control connection of L2TPv3 tunnel. The Tunnel ID may be different for different receivers. Similar to Tunnel ID, the Session ID identifies session number within the L2TPv3 tunnel. The Session ID may be different for different receivers. The Tunnel ID and Session ID are provided by the receiver to the sender. Therefore, when sender sends layer 2 frames to receiver, it places Tunnel ID and Session ID in the packet. Since the Tunnel ID and Session ID fields are placed by the sender, multiple Session IDs for a given Tunnel ID can be specified to multiplex the layer 2 frames in a given L2TPv3 tunnel. However, the L2TPv3 tunnel does not provide security and QoS.

[5] MPLS: The MPLS tunneling is provided by establishment of LSPs between PEs within the service provider’s network. Since it is already discussed how MPLS works in the previous sections, here are the list of the benefits MPLS tunnel is providing over different VPN tunnel types:

(i) Traffic Engineering: Different VPN customers have different bandwidth requirements. As we have already seen in the MPLS TE section, the MPLS provides greater traffic engineering capabilities. If MPLS tunnel is used then the service provider can satisfy bandwidth requirement for any VPN customer.

(ii) Multiplexing: The MPLS supports label stacking mechanism. More than one label is supported in label stacks. MPLS switches packets based on top label on the label stack only. Therefore, more than one LSPs can be multiplexed in a single LSP tunnel inside service provider’s network. In addition, this capability also gives scalable environment to the service provider. Therefore, the optimum use of resources can be achieved.

(iii) Security: MPLS provides security services similar to the layer 2 ATM or FR network. In MPLS tunnel, the security is mainly provided by using different label stacks for different customers. As a result, traffic for one VPN customer will be routed based on the label stack information unique for that VPN customer only. There is no way for the one VPN customers to intercept the sensitive data of the other VPN customer if label stack is used. However, there is a security related concern insider the service...
provider’s network. MPLS also works with IPSec so that in order to protect VPN core network, service provider can use the IPSec or other cryptographic methods.

(iv) QoS: MPLS tunnel can provide same QoS capabilities as IP, while IPSec, IP-IP, or GRE do not support QoS capabilities.

The following Table 5-1 gives comparison of different VPN tunnel types with their capabilities.

### Table 6-1. Comparison of VPN Tunnel Types in Respect to Various Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP-IP</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSec</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2TPv3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPLS</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the above analysis, it is clear that MPLS tunneling is an optimum tunneling technique to be deployed for a VPN network.

### 6.3 VPN Solutions

The following Figure 6-10 shows different layer 2 and layer 3 MPLS VPN solutions available in the market.
This subsection will provide an overview of each MPLS VPN solution and draw a conclusion on which MPLS VPN solution (layer 2 or layer 3) is better in what condition by comparing the solutions. In general, the selection of the MPLS VPN solution is mainly based on the VPN customer’s requirements, the network architecture, how much VPN customer can afford to receive VPN service, type of VPN service offerings, and how mature the MPLS VPN solution is. In order to compare different MPLS VPN solutions, the following ones or more of the deciding factors will be analyzed with each MPLS VPN solution.

- Resource requirements (or QoS) of VPN customer
- Type of traffic VPN customer is willing to transport between sites
- Operational cost associated with VPN service (for VPN customer)
- Type of security available to VPN customer
- Scalability (main deciding factor for service provider)
- Operational cost associated with VPN solution (for service provider)
- Adaptability to offer new services to VPN customer
6.3.1 Layer 2 MPLS VPN Solution

In layer 2 MPLS VPN solutions, the layer 2 traffic (i.e. ATM, Frame Relay, and Ethernet) is carried over MPLS tunnels. The MPLS tunnel is established between edge PE routers. The layer 2 MPLS VPN solutions are mainly following the “overlay” VPN model which we discussed before. The layer 2 solution is further focusing on two categories: point-to-point connection or multi-point connection. The main component of layer 2 MPLS VPN solution is a Virtual Circuit (VC) that is connected between customer’s two CE routers. The layer 2 frames are carried across the MPLS network by means of VCs. The MPLS is used as a backbone technology and carries the customer traffic (i.e. VCs) from one site to the other site. An MPLS LSP is built between two edge PEs and the VCs carrying customer’s traffic are carried over this LSP. The VCs are in fact LSPs only and are carried inside the main LSP. This behavior of LSPs inside LSP can be established by means of label stack. As per the Martini Draft, there are two labels included in the packet that are traveling across MPLS backbone. A label that is used to forward the MPLS packet from one source PE router to the destination PE router is called “tunnel label”. The other label is used to identify the destination site address that is connected directly to the destination PE router. The following Figure 6-11 shows the header of the packet traveling through MPLS backbone.

![Figure 6-11. MPLS Packet in Layer 2 MPLS VPN Solution](image)

It is important to note that the VC is unidirectional. In order to allow bi-directional traffic between site #1 and site #2, a pair of unidirectional VCs are required.

**Virtual Private Wire Service (VPWS)**
Service providers network is behaving as an emulating circuits or pseudo wires between the customer sites. The VPN customer does not need to make any changes to its existing ATM or FR connections since the connection between CE and PE is not changed in VPWS. The CE router performs layer 2 switching in order to decide at which site the data should be sent to. The PE router assigns the traffic from a customer site to an LSP and sends this LSP across a big LSP that is connected between two edge PE routers.

VPWS provides point-to-point connectivity between customer sites.

- Since MPLS is used as a core networking technology, any service provider with MPLS service offering can provide VPWS connections to the customer site. This helps to save a good amount of money to service providers who want to use their existing IP/MPLS backbone to support the customer with ATM and FR connections.

*Who can be benefited with this solution?*

The main benefit goes to service provider who has only MPLS backbone and needs to support customer with ATM and FR services. Also, if a VPN customer has hub and spoke configuration then VPWS provides a point-to-point connectivity using MPLS backbone without changing any connections to the VPN customer site.

**Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)**

- Service provider's network is considered as a big LAN switch or bridge in order to extend the Ethernet LAN reach to various customer sites.

- VPLS provides multi-point connection to the VPN customer. In other words, all sites of a VPN customer appear to be connected to each other by means of LAN switch or bridge.

The PE devices read MAC addresses in order to decide the destination PE device. Therefore, very complicated task is for the PE devices to learn about the MAC address for all other PE routers in the MPLS domain. This task is similar to what Ethernet switch performs in order to learn the MAC address of each connected devices. BGP or LDP protocol can be used to perform auto-discovery of the other PE
devices in order to setup pseudo links.

- The PE devices are required to have more memory and processing power since it needs to maintain LSP tunnels, to establish pseudo wires, and to learn and store MAC addresses. Also, due to limitation of MAC learning algorithms, the VPN customer with hundreds of VPN sites can not be supported with VPLS solution.

Who can be benefited with this solution?

This solution is useful to the customers with the sites in metro area or campus areas.

Internet Protocol LAN Services (IPLS)

- In VPSW and VPLS solutions, the CE device was believed to be any layer 2 device. However, in case if the CE device is a IP router then the IPLS VPN solution will be used.

  In IPLS solution, the edge PE devices read the layer 2 header information inside the IP packet it received from the CE router in order to make the forwarding decision inside the MPLS backbone network. Therefore, the IPLS solution is called layer 2 MPLS VPN solution.

- IPLS provides multi-point connections.

- In IPLS, the PE devices do not need higher memory and processing power since they need to maintain IP addresses and MAC addresses of connected CE devices only. Also, the IPLS scales well compared to VPLS solution.

6.3.2 Layer 3 MPLS VPN Solution

There are two main layer 3 MPLS VPN solutions available: RFC 4364/2547 bis based (or BGP/MPLS) and Virtual Router based. The BGP/MPLS solution is very popular since it is highly scalable and once configured then it is easy to maintain. The layer 3 MPLS VPN solutions follow peer VPN model.

RFC 4364/2547 bis based solution (BGP/MPLS)

- In this VPN solution, the IPv4 traffic is transmitted by MPLS tunnel across the service provider’s MPLS backbone network.
Routing information between CE router and PE router is exchanged by means of E-BGP, OSPF, RIP, or static routing. The routing information between PE-P routers and P-P routers is exchanged by using BGP.

One edge PE router can be connected to more than one CE routers of different VPN customers. The VPN customers can use the non-routable private IP addresses at CE routers of different sites. Therefore, in order to distinguish one VPN customer from the other, VPN customer specific routing table are established and maintained in each PE router. These routing tables are called Virtual Routing and Forwarding tables (VRF). PE router maintains VRF for each VPN customer.

- BGP is used to distribute routing information inside the MPLS backbone network. BGP assumes that the IP addresses are unique for each VPN customer. However, this assumption is incorrect because more than one VPN customers may use the same non-routable IP address. Therefore, a new IP address called VPN-IP address is introduced. The VPN-IP address is generated by adding a fixed-length field called Route Distinguisher (RD) to the IP address. The RD consists: type+AS number+Assigned number. The RD number generated by each service provider is unique because it contains AS number which is globally unique for any service provider. Therefore, the VPN-IP address is always unique.

- This solution is a highly scalable because there is no routing adjacency between CE routers. Also, this solution provides any to any connection. Therefore, adding more sites for a VPN customer is not a big deal and just a matter of adding an entry into the VRF at the directly connected edge PE router.

- Since there are different VRFs for different VPN customer and different LSPs are assigned for different VPN customers, it is impossible that one VPN customer’s data leaks to the other VPN customers.

Who can be benefited with this VPN solution?

This solution is widely deployed by many service providers because this solution brings higher scalability, higher security, and low operational cost to the service provider.

Virtual Router Based
- Each PE router contains series of virtual routers. Virtual routers in a physical router share memory and processor power of a physical router. Each virtual router corresponds to the virtual routing table (or VRF) of a VPN customer. Each virtual router acts as an independent router, thus, it has all functionality that a router should have.

The virtual routers that are part of the same VPN are connected with each other by means of a secure tunnel. Therefore, there are multiple tunnels established between two PE routers which contain series of virtual routers. Unlike the MPLS/BGP solution, the route information between two virtual routers and associated CE routers is performed independently from the other virtual routers.

- Since all virtual routers participating in a VPN should establish separate tunnels to each other, a full mesh topology is established. The full mesh topology contributes to scalability issue. Therefore, the MPLS/BGP is more scalable than VR based solution.
7 MPLS/BGP VPN Implementation

In this section, MPLS/BGP layer 3 VPN has been implemented. This solution is based on RFC 4364.

The following figure indicates a test configuration that has been implemented in the following sections.

![Layer 3 MPLS VPN](image)

**Figure 7-1. Layer 3 MPLS/BGP VPN Configuration**
**Router Configuration for A-CE1:**

A-CE1#show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration · 1334 bytes

! version 12.2
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname A-CE1
!
logging queue-limit 100
!
memory-size iomem 10
ip subnet-zero
!
!
mpls ldp logging neighbor-changes
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
no ip address
shutdown

interface Serial1/3
no ip address
shutdown

interface FastEthernet2/0
no ip address
shutdown
duplex auto
speed auto

router bgp 65001
no synchronization
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp dampening
network 10.100.100.0 mask 255.255.255.0
neighbor 192.168.0.2 remote-as 65002
neighbor 192.168.0.2 timers 15 45
no auto-summary

ip http server
ip classless

call rsvp-sync

gcp profile default

dial-peer cor custom

line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4

end

A-CE1#

A-CE1#show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.0.1, local AS number 65001
BGP table version is 3, main routing table version 3
2 network entries using 202 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 96 bytes of memory
2 BGP path attribute entries using 120 bytes of memory
1 BGP AS-PATH entries using 24 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 442 total bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 2/0 prefixes, 2/0 paths, scan interval 60 secs
Neighbor   V  AS  MsgRcvd  MsgSent  TblVer  InQ  OutQ  Up/Down  State/PfxRcd
192.168.0.2  4  65002  392  392  3  0  0  01:36:46  1
A-CE1#

A-CE1# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.2 rou
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i  internal,
               r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i  IGP, e  EGP, ?  incomplete

Network  Next Hop  Metric LocPrf Weight Path
*> 10.100.200.0/24  192.168.0.2  0  65002  65002 i

Total number of prefixes 1
A-CE1#

A-CE1# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.2 ad
A-CE1# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.2 advertised-routes
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i  internal,
               r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i  IGP, e  EGP, ?  incomplete

Network  Next Hop  Metric LocPrf Weight Path
*> 10.100.100.0/24 0.0.0.0  0  32768 i

Router Configuration for A-CE2:

A-CE2# show run
Building configuration.

Current configuration : 1212 bytes

! version 12.2
! service timestamps debug datetime msec
! service timestamps log datetime msec
! no service password-encryption
!
! hostname A-CE2
!
! logging queue-limit 100
!
! memory-size iomem 10
! ip subnet-zero
!
!
! mpls ldp logging neighbor-changes
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! no voice hpi capture buffer
! no voice hpi capture destination
mta receive maximum-recipients 0

interface Ethernet0/0
description IP related information for LAN interface
ip address 10.100.200.1 255.255.255.0
no ip redirects
no ip proxy-arp
no ip mroute-cache
half-duplex

interface Serial0/0
no ip address
capsulation frame-relay

interface Serial0/0.1 point-to-point
ip address 192.168.0.13 255.255.255.252
frame-relay interface-dlci 402

interface Ethernet0/1
no ip address
shutdown
half-duplex

interface Serial0/1
no ip address
shutdown

router bgp 65001
no synchronization
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp dampening
network 10.100.200.0 mask 255.255.255.0
neighbor 192.168.0.14 remote-as 65002
neighbor 192.168.0.14 timers 15 45
no auto-summary

ip http server
ip classless

call rsvp-sync

mgcp profile default

dial-peer cor custom

line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
!
end

A-CE2#
A-CE2#show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.0.13, local AS number 65001
BGP table version is 3, main routing table version 3
2 network entries using 202 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 96 bytes of memory
2 BGP path attribute entries using 120 bytes of memory
1 BGP AS-PATH entries using 24 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 442 total bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 2/0 prefixes, 2/0 paths, scan interval 60 secs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbor</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>MsgRcvd</th>
<th>MsgSent</th>
<th>TblVer</th>
<th>InQ</th>
<th>OutQ</th>
<th>Up/Down</th>
<th>State/PfxRcd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.0.14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65002</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>01:36:46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-CE2#
A-CE2#show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.14 rou
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.13
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; 10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65002</td>
<td>65002</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of prefixes 1
A-CE2#
A-CE2#show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.14 adve
A-CE2#show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.14 advertised-routes
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.13
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; 10.100.200.0/24</td>
<td>0.0.0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Router Configuration for B-CE1:

B-CE1>en
B-CE1#
B-CE1#show run
Building configuration...

Current configuration . 1108 bytes
!
version 12.3
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname B-CE1
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker

no aaa new-model
resource policy

memory-size iomem 30
ip subnet-zero

ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected

interface Ethernet0/0
description  IP related information for LAN interface
ip address 10.100.100.1 255.255.255.0
no ip redirects
no ip proxy-arp
half-duplex

interface Serial0/0
no ip address
encapsulation frame-relay

interface Serial0/0.1 point-to-point
ip address 192.168.0.5 255.255.255.252
frame-relay interface-dlci 501

interface Ethernet0/1
no ip address
shutdown
half-duplex

interface Serial0/1
no ip address
shutdown

router bgp 65003
no synchronization
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp dampening
network 10.100.100.0 mask 255.255.255.0
neighbor 192.168.0.6 remote-as 65002
neighbor 192.168.0.6 timers 15 45
no auto-summary
|
ip http server
ip classless
|
|
|
|
control-plane
|
|
|
|
|
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
|
|
end

B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.0.5, local AS number 65003
BGP table version is 3, main routing table version 3
2 network entries using 234 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 104 bytes of memory
3/2 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 372 bytes of memory
1 BGP AS-PATH entries using 24 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 734 total bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 2/0 prefixes, 2/0 paths, scan interval 60 secs

Neighbor V AS MsgRcvd MsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd
192.168.0.6 4 65002 231 231 3 0 0 00:54:49 1

B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#
B-CE1#show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.6 rou
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.5
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

    Network  Next Hop   Metric LocPrf Weight Path
    *> 10.100.200.0/24 192.168.0.6   0 65002 65002 i

Total number of prefixes 1
B-CE1#
B-CE1# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.6 ad
B-CE1# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.6 advertised-routes
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.5
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; 10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>0.0.0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of prefixes 1
B-CE1#
B-CE1#

**Router Configuration for B-CE2:**

B-CE2# show run
Building configuration...

Current configuration . 1059 bytes
!
version 12.1
no service single-slot-reload-enable
service timestamps debug uptime
service timestamps log uptime
no service password-encryption
!
hostname B-CE2
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
ip subnet-zero
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
interface Serial0.1 point-to-point
   ip address 192.168.0.17 255.255.255.252
   frame-relay interface-dlci 902
!
interface Serial1
   no ip address
   shutdown
!
interface ATM0
   no ip address
   shutdown
   no atm ilmi-keepalive
!
router bgp 65003
   no synchronization
   bgp log-neighbor-changes
   bgp dampening
   network 10.100.200.0 mask 255.255.255.0
   neighbor 192.168.0.18 remote-as 65002
   neighbor 192.168.0.18 timers 15 45
   no auto-summary
!
ip classless
no ip http server
!
!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
!
end

B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2# show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.0.17, local AS number 65003
BGP table version is 3, main routing table version 3
2 network entries and 2 paths using 266 bytes of memory
2 BGP path attribute entries using 120 bytes of memory
1 BGP AS-PATH entries using 24 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 2/0 prefixes, 2/0 paths, scan interval 60 secs

Neighbor V AS MsgRcvd MsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd
192.168.0.18 4 65002 220 220 3 0 0 00:51:48 1
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.18 rou
BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.17
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path
Total number of prefixes 1

B-CE2#
B-CE2#
B-CE2# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.18 advertise-routes
B-CE2# show ip bgp nei 192.168.0.18 advertised-routes

BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 192.168.0.17

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network   Next Hop      Metric LocPrf Weight Path
*> 10.100.200.0/24  0.0.0.0      0       32768 i

**Router Configuration for ISP-PE1:**

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1# show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration 2070 bytes

! version 12.3
service timestamps debug datime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption

! hostname ISP-PE1

! boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker

! no aaa new-model
! resource policy

! memory-size iomem 10
ip subnet-zero

! ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected

! ip vrf 100
description Customer A
rd 65002:100
route-target export 6500:100
route-target import 6500:100

! ip vrf 200
description Customer B
rd 65002:200
route-target export 65002:200
route-target import 65002:200

! mpls label protocol ldp
no tag-switching advertise-tags
tag-switching advertise-tags for 10

interface Ethernet0/0
description IP related information for LAN interface
ip address 192.168.200.1 255.255.255.252
half-duplex
tag-switching ip

interface Serial0/0
no ip address
encapsulation frame-relay

interface Serial0/0.1 point-to-point
ip vrf forwarding 100
ip address 192.168.0.2 255.255.255.252
frame-relay interface-dlci 103

interface Serial0/0.2 point-to-point
ip vrf forwarding 200
ip address 192.168.0.6 255.255.255.252
frame-relay interface-dlci 105

interface Ethernet0/1
no ip address
shutdown
half-duplex

interface Serial0/1
no ip address
shutdown

router bgp 65002
no synchronization
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp dampening
network 192.168.200.0
neighbor 192.168.200.2 remote-as 65002
neighbor 192.168.200.2 timers 15 45
neighbor 192.168.200.2 next-hop-self
no auto-summary

address-family vpnv4
neighbor 192.168.200.2 activate
neighbor 192.168.200.2 send-community extended
exit-address-family

address-family ipv4 vrf 200
neighbor 192.168.0.5 remote-as 65003
neighbor 192.168.0.5 timers 15 45
neighbor 192.168.0.5 activate
neighbor 192.168.0.5 as-override
no auto-summary
no synchronization
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv4 vrf 100
neighbor 192.168.0.1 remote-as 65001
neighbor 192.168.0.1 timers 15 45
neighbor 192.168.0.1 activate
neighbor 192.168.0.1 as-overide
no auto-summary
no synchronization
exit-address-family
!
ip http server
ip classless
!
!
access-list 10 permit 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255
!
!
control-plane
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
!
!
end
ISP-PE1#

ISP-PE1#show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.169.200.1, local AS number 65002
BGP table version is 2, main routing table version 2
1 network entries using 117 bytes of memory
1 path entries using 52 bytes of memory
8/1 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory
2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 1257 total bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 60 secs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbor</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>MsgRcvd</th>
<th>MsgSent</th>
<th>TblVer</th>
<th>InQ</th>
<th>OutQ</th>
<th>Up/Down</th>
<th>State/PfxRcd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.200.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65002</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>01:16:46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#show ip bgp vpnv4 all
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path
Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)
*> 10.100.100.0/24 192.168.0.1 0 0 65001 i
*>110.100.200.0/24 192.169.200.2 0 100 0 65001 i
Route Distinguisher: 65002:200 (default for vrf 200)
*> 10.100.100.0/24 192.168.0.5 0 0 65003 i
*>110.100.200.0/24 192.169.200.2 0 100 0 65003 i
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#show ip bgp vpnv4 vrf 100 summary
BGP router identifier 192.169.200.1, local AS number 65002
BGP table version is 12, main routing table version 12
2 network entries using 274 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 136 bytes of memory
8/4 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory
2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 1498 total bytes of memory
BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 15 secs

Neighbor V AS MsgRcvd MsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd
192.168.0.1 4 65001 329 329 12 0 0:21:05 1
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#show ip bgp vpnv4 vrf 200 summary
BGP router identifier 192.169.200.1, local AS number 65002
BGP table version is 12, main routing table version 12
2 network entries using 274 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 136 bytes of memory
8/4 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory
2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 1498 total bytes of memory
BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 15 secs

Neighbor V AS MsgRcvd MsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd
192.168.0.5 4 65003 156 156 12 0 0:37:53 1
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#show ip bgp vpnv4 vrf 100 neighbor 192.168.0.1 rou
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

7-14
Network | Next Hop | Metric | LocPrf | Weight | Path
---|---|---|---|---|---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)
*| 10.100.100.0/24 | 192.168.0.1 | 0 | 0 | 65001 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 100 neighbor 192.168.0.1 adve
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 100 neighbor 192.168.0.1 advertised-routes
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network | Next Hop | Metric | LocPrf | Weight | Path
---|---|---|---|---|---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)
*>10.100.200.0/24 | 192.168.200.2 | 0 | 100 | 0 | 65001 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 200 neighbor 192.168.0.13 rou
% No such neighbor or address family
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 200 neighbor 192.168.0.5 rou
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network | Next Hop | Metric | LocPrf | Weight | Path
---|---|---|---|---|---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:200 (default for vrf 200)
*>10.100.200.0/24 | 192.168.200.5 | 0 | 0 | 65003 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 200 neighbor 192.168.0.5 adver
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 vrf 200 neighbor 192.168.0.5 advertised-routes
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network | Next Hop | Metric | LocPrf | Weight | Path
---|---|---|---|---|---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:200 (default for vrf 200)
*>10.100.200.0/24 | 192.168.200.2 | 0 | 100 | 0 | 65003 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1# show ip bgp vvpn4 rd 65002:100
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

Network | Next Hop | Metric | LocPrf | Weight | Path
---|---|---|---|---|---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)
*>10.100.100.0/24 | 192.168.0.1 | 0 | 0 | 65001 i
*>110.100.200.0/24 | 192.168.200.2 | 0 | 100 | 0 | 65001 i
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#
ISP-PE1#show ip bgp vpnv4 rd 65002:200
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.169.200.1
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* &gt; 10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65003</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* &gt; 110.100.200.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.200.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65003</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISP-PE1#ping 192.168.0.1
Type escape sequence to abort.
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 192.168.0.1, timeout is 2 seconds:
Success rate is 0 percent (0/5)

ISP-PE1#ping vrf 100 ip 192.168.0.1
Type escape sequence to abort.
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 192.168.0.1, timeout is 2 seconds:
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 4/4/4 ms

ISP-PE1#ping 192.168.0.5
Type escape sequence to abort.
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 192.168.0.5, timeout is 2 seconds:
Success rate is 0 percent (0/5)

ISP-PE1#ping vrf 200 ip 192.168.0.5
Type escape sequence to abort.
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 192.168.0.5, timeout is 2 seconds:
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 16/16/20 ms

ISP-PE1#show mpls ldp neighbor
Peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.2:0; Local LDP Ident 192.168.200.1:0
TCP connection: 192.168.200.2.14205 192.168.200.1.646
State: Oper; Msgs sent/rcvd: 31/30; Downstream
Up time: 00:21:15
LDP discovery sources:
Ethernet0/0, Src IP addr: 192.168.200.2
Addresses bound to peer LDP Ident:
192.168.200.2

ISP-PE1#show mpls ldp neighbor detail
Peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.2:0; Local LDP Ident 192.168.200.1:0
TCP connection: 192.168.200.2.14205 192.168.200.1.646
State: Oper; Msgs sent/rcvd: 31/30; Downstream; Last TIB rev sent 11
Up time: 00:21:21; UID: 1; Peer Id 0;
LDP discovery sources:
Ethernet0/0; Src IP addr: 192.168.200.2
holdtime: 15000 ms, hello interval: 5000 ms
Addresses bound to peer LDP Ident:
192.168.200.2
Peer holdtime: 180000 ms; KA interval: 60000 ms; Peer state: estab

ISP-PE1# show ip route vrf 100

Routing Table: 100
Codes: C connected, S static, R RIP, M mobile, B BGP
D EIGRP, EX EIGRP external, O OSPF, IA OSPF inter area
N1 OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 OSPF NSSA external type 2
E1 OSPF external type 1, E2 OSPF external type 2
i IS-IS, su IS-IS summary, L1 IS-IS level-1, L2 IS-IS level-2
ia IS-IS inter area, * candidate default, U per-user static route
o ODR, P periodic downloaded static route

Gateway of last resort is not set
10.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets
B 10.100.100.0 [20/0] via 192.168.0.1, 01:20:12
B 10.100.200.0 [200/0] via 192.168.200.2, 01:43:43
192.168.0.0/30 is subnetted, 1 subnets
C 192.168.0.0 is directly connected, Serial0/0.1

ISP-PE1# show ip route vrf 200

Routing Table: 200
Codes: C connected, S static, R RIP, M mobile, B BGP
D EIGRP, EX EIGRP external, O OSPF, IA OSPF inter area
N1 OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 OSPF NSSA external type 2
E1 OSPF external type 1, E2 OSPF external type 2
i IS-IS, su IS-IS summary, L1 IS-IS level-1, L2 IS-IS level-2
ia IS-IS inter area, * candidate default, U per-user static route
o ODR, P periodic downloaded static route

Gateway of last resort is not set
10.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets
B 10.100.100.0 [20/0] via 192.168.0.5, 01:32:32
B 10.100.200.0 [200/0] via 192.168.200.2, 01:28:47
192.168.0.0/30 is subnetted, 1 subnets
C 192.168.0.0 is directly connected, Serial0/0.2

ISP-PE1# show ip route

Gateway of last resort is not set
192.168.200.0/24 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks
C 192.168.200.0/30 is directly connected, Ethernet0/0

ISP-PE1#

Router Configuration for ISP-PE2:
ISP-PE2>en
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show run
Building configuration...

Current configuration :  2278 bytes
!
version 12.3
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname ISP-PE2
!
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker
!
no aaa new-model
!
resource policy
!
memory-size iomem 10
ip subnet-zero
!
!
ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected
!
!
ip vrf 100
description Customer A
rd 65002:100
route-target export 6500:100
route-target import 6500:100
!
ip vrf 200
description Customer B
rd 65002:200
route-target export 65002:200
route-target import 65002:200
!
!
!
!
mpls label protocol ldp
no tag-switching advertise-tags
tag-switching advertise-tags for 10
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
half-duplex
tag-switching ip
!
interface Serial0/0
    no ip address
    encapsulation frame-relay
    no fair-queue
!
interface Serial0/0.1 point-to-point
    ip vrf forwarding 100
    ip address 192.168.0.14 255.255.255.252
    frame-relay interface-dlci 204
!
interface Serial0/0.2 point-to-point
    ip vrf forwarding 200
    ip address 192.168.0.18 255.255.255.252
    frame-relay interface-dlci 209
!
interface Ethernet0/1
    no ip address
    shutdown
    half-duplex
!
interface Serial0/1
    no ip address
    shutdown
!
router bgp 65002
    bgp log-neighbor-changes
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 remote-as 65003
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 timers 15 45
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 remote-as 65002
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 timers 15 45
    
    address-family ipv4
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 activate
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 activate
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 next-hop-self
    no auto-summary
    no synchronization
    bgp dampening
    network 192.168.200.0
    exit-address-family
    
    address-family vpnv4
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 activate
    neighbor 192.168.200.1 send-community extended
    exit-address-family
    
    address-family ipv4 vrf 200
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 remote-as 65003
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 timers 15 45
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 activate
    neighbor 192.168.0.17 as-override
    no auto-summary
    no synchronization
    exit-address-family
    
    address-family ipv4 vrf 100
    neighbor 192.168.0.13 remote-as 65001
    neighbor 192.168.0.13 timers 15 45
    neighbor 192.168.0.13 activate
neighbor 192.168.0.13 as-override
no auto-summary
no synchronization
exit-address-family
!
ip http server
ip classless
!
access-list 10 permit 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255
!
!
control-plane
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
!
!
end

ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#

ISP-PE2#show ip bgp summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.200.2, local AS number 65002
BGP table version is 2, main routing table version 2
1 network entries using 117 bytes of memory
1 path entries using 52 bytes of memory
8/1 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory
2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 1257 total bytes of memory
Dampening enabled. 0 history paths, 0 dampened paths
BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 60 secs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbor</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>MsgRcvd</th>
<th>MsgSent</th>
<th>TblVer</th>
<th>InQ</th>
<th>OutQ</th>
<th>Up/Down</th>
<th>State/PfxRcd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.0.17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65003</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>never</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.200.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65002</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>01:24:35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#

ISP-PE2#show ip bgp vpnv4 all
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*=10.100.100.0/24 192.168.200.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65001 i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*= 10.100.200.0/24 192.168.0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65001 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Distinguisher: 65002:200 (default for vrf 200)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*=10.100.100.0/24 192.168.200.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65003 i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*= 10.100.200.0/24 192.168.0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65003 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show ip bgp vpn vrf 100 summary
BGP router identifier 192.168.200.2, local AS number 65002
BGP table version is 12, main routing table version 12
2 network entries using 274 bytes of memory
2 path entries using 136 bytes of memory
8/4 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory
2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory
0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory
BGP using 1498 total bytes of memory
BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 15 secs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbor</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>AS MsgRcvd</th>
<th>MsgSent</th>
<th>TblVer</th>
<th>InQ OutQ</th>
<th>Up/Down</th>
<th>State/PfxRcd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.0.13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65001</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>01:28:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#show ip bgp vpn vrf 200 summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP router identifier 192.168.200.2, local AS number 65002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP table version is 12, main routing table version 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 network entries using 274 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 path entries using 136 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/4 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 992 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BGP AS-PATH entries using 48 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP using 1498 total bytes of memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP activity 6/1 prefixes, 6/1 paths, scan interval 15 secs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>AS MsgRcvd</td>
<td>MsgSent</td>
<td>TblVer</td>
<td>InQ OutQ</td>
<td>Up/Down</td>
<td>State/PfxRcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.0.17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65003</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00:42:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-PE2#show ip bgp vpn vrf 100 nei 192.168.0.13 ro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, &gt; best, i internal,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r RIB-failure, S Stale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route Distinguisher: 65002:100 (default for vrf 100)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*= 10.100.200.0/24 192.168.0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65001 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total number of prefixes 1
ISP-PE2# show ip bgp vpn vrf 100 nei 192.168.0.13 ad
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;i10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.200.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0 65001 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of prefixes 1
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2# show ip bgp vpn vrf 200 nei 192.168.0.17 rou
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; 10.100.200.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 65003 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of prefixes 1
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2# show ip bgp vpn vrf 200 nei 192.168.0.17 adv
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;i10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.200.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0 65003 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of prefixes 1
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2# show ip bgp vpnv4 rd 65002:100
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;i10.100.100.0/24</td>
<td>192.168.200.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0 65001 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2# show ip bgp vpnv4 rd 65002:200
BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 192.168.200.2
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i internal, r RIB-failure, S Stale
Origin codes: i IGP, e EGP, ? incomplete
Network | Next Hop | Metric LocPrf | Weight | Path
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Route Distinguisher: 65002:200 (default for vrf 200)
*>i 10.100.100.0/24 192.168.200.1 0 100 0 65003 i
*> 10.100.200.0/24 192.168.0.17 0 0 65003 i
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show mpls ldp nei
Peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.1:0; Local LDP Ident 192.168.200.2:0
TCP connection: 192.168.200.1.646 192.168.200.2.14205
State: Oper; Msgs sent/rcvd: 31/32; Downstream
Up time: 00:21:56
LDP discovery sources:
Ethernet0/0, Src IP addr: 192.168.200.1
Addresses bound to peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.1
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show mpls ldp nei det
Peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.1:0; Local LDP Ident 192.168.200.2:0
TCP connection: 192.168.200.1.646 192.168.200.2.14205
State: Oper; Msgs sent/rcvd: 31/32; Downstream; Last TIB rev sent 7
Up time: 00:22:06; UID: 1; Peer Id 0;
LDP discovery sources:
Ethernet0/0; Src IP addr: 192.168.200.1
holdtime: 15000 ms, hello interval. 5000 ms
Addresses bound to peer LDP Ident: 192.168.200.1
Peer holdtime: 180000 ms; KA interval: 60000 ms; Peer state: estab
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show ip route vrf 100
Routing Table: 100
Codes: C connected, S static, R RIP, M mobile, B BGP
D EIGRP, EX EIGRP external, O OSPF, IA OSPF inter area
N1 OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 OSPF NSSA external type 2
E1 OSPF external type 1, E2 OSPF external type 2
i IS-IS, su IS-IS summary, L1 IS-IS level-1, L2 IS-IS level-2
ia IS-IS inter area, * candidate default, U per-user static route
o ODR, P periodic downloaded static route
Gateway of last resort is not set

10.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets
B 10.100.100.0 [200/0] via 192.168.200.1, 01:19:11
B 10.100.200.0 [20/0] via 192.168.0.13, 01:45:58
192.168.0.0/30 is subnetted, 1 subnets
C 192.168.0.12 is directly connected, Serial0/0.1
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#show ip route vrf 200
Routing Table: 200
Codes: C connected, S static, R RIP, M mobile, B BGP
D EIGRP, EX EIGRP external, O OSPF, IA OSPF inter area
N1 OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 OSPF NSSA external type 2
E1 OSPF external type 1, E2 OSPF external type 2
i IS-IS, su IS-IS summary, L1 IS-IS level-1, L2 IS-IS level-2
ia IS-IS inter area, * candidate default, U per-user static route
Gateway of last resort is not set

10.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets
  B  10.100.100.0 [200/0] via 192.168.200.1, 01:31:45
  B  10.100.200.0 [20/0] via 192.168.0.17, 01:28:15
192.168.0.0/30 is subnetted, 1 subnets
  C  192.168.0.16 is directly connected, Serial0/0.2

ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2#
ISP-PE2# show ip route

Codes: C connected, S static, R RIP, M mobile, B BGP
       D EIGRP, EX EIGRP external, O OSPF, IA OSPF inter area
       N1 OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 OSPF NSSA external type 2
       E1 OSPF external type 1, E2 OSPF external type 2
       i IS-IS, su IS-IS summary, L1 IS-IS level-1, L2 IS-IS level-2
       ia IS-IS inter area, * candidate default, U per-user static route
       o ODR, P periodic downloaded static route

Gateway of last resort is not set

C  192.168.200.0/24 is directly connected, Ethernet0/0
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